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Abstract
The Centre for Hypersonics at The University of Queensland operates the X2 and X3 free-piston
driven expansion tubes, which were designed primarily to study superorbital planetary entry ﬂows and,
in recent years, have been adapted to study high Mach scramjet combustion. The test ﬂows produced
by these machines are exceedingly difﬁcult to measure due to their short test durations and the harsh
test environment. Extensive analysis is relied upon to characterize the test ﬂow, which is the result of a
complex sequence of strongly coupled unsteady wave processes which initiates at the launch of the piston.
Tracking these unsteady ﬂow processes, and accounting for viscous and high temperature effects, presents
a signiﬁcant challenge. UQ’s Centre for Hypersonics has made ongoing efforts in the past two decades
to develop the required numerical codes and solution procedures to accurately simulate the internal ﬂow
processes in these machines.
Our current approach is to adopt a hybrid simulation technique: this uses a one-dimensional La-
grangian CFD code to compute the early ﬂow processes, which are dominated by longitudinal waves; and a
two-dimensional axisymmetric code is then used to simulate later ﬂow processes for which viscous, multi-
dimensional effects become important. These calculations supplement a range of experimental diagnostics,
which together are used to reconstruct the full set of test ﬂow properties. This chapter explains this general
solution process and presents some recent examples of its implementation for actual test conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The expansion tube concept was ﬁrst proposed by Resler and Bloxom in 1952 [1]. It is a modiﬁcation to the
conventional shock tube which involves partitioning the driven tube with a thin ﬁlm diaphragm, and then
making the tube section downstream of the test gas a much lower pressure. The result is that the shock-
processed test gas undergoes an unsteady expansion prior to arrival at the test section. The unsteady expansion
process can signiﬁcantly increase the enthalpy and total pressure of the test gas, thereby addressing two of
the key limitations of conventional hypersonic facilities [2]: ﬁrstly, it avoids the extremely high reservoir
pressures and temperatures required for steady expansion of the test gas from stagnation conditions; secondly,
the relatively low static temperature of the test ﬂow during this process reduces and can even eliminate
dissociation and ionisation of the test gas. These beneﬁts come primarily at the cost of reduced test time, since
only part of the test gas can be utilised through this approach.
Early work on expansion tubes in the United States, culminating in the NASA Langley Expansion Tube
[3], found that many ﬂow conditions were unacceptably noisy and that very few usable test ﬂows could
be identiﬁed [2, 4]. Expansion tube research at the University of Queensland (UQ) began in 1987 when
NASA Langley contracted UQ to examine if using a free-piston driver could improve the quality of these
test ﬂows. This led to the development of a small pilot facility, TQ, with a 2.3 m long and 100 mm diameter
bore compression tube, a 5.26 m long and 38.6 mm bore driven tube, and which used a 3.4 kg piston [5]. The
outcome of this initial TQ study was a new theory by Paull and Stalker [4] explaining the cause of the test
ﬂow disturbances, as well as a rational basis for designing test conditions to avoid the test ﬂow disturbances.
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TQ was the world’s ﬁrst free-piston driven expansion tube, and the ﬁrst of four such facilities that have
been operated at UQ. In 1991 Morgan reconﬁgured TQ with a shock-heated secondary driver to enable
super-orbital operation, and the machine was renamed X1 [6, 7]. X1 was used to validate the super-orbital
expansion tube concept [6, 8], to develop and validate new instrumentation [9], and other fundamental studies
(for example, [10, 11]). However, its small size and short test duration (for example, 15μs of test time for
a 13 km/s air test ﬂow [8]) meant that a larger facility would be required for testing more practically-sized
instrumented models.
In the 1990s Morgan [12] received Australian Research Council support to develop two larger facilities—
the X2 and X3 expansion tube facilities—which now form the ground testing infrastructure for superorbital
experimentation in Australia. These two facilities are compared to X1 in Figure 1. The 25 m X2 facility,
described in more detail in Section 2.1, was originally commissioned in 1995 with a compound two-piston
driver [13], which was upgraded to a single stage 35 kg piston in 2006 to improve driver performance [14],
and then to a lightweight 10.5 kg piston in 2010 to increase driver hold time [15]. It has been a very productive
facility, supporting a range of superorbital [16–34] and scramjet [35, 36] studies.
The X3 facility, described in Section 2.2 and for which X2 served partly as a prototype, was commissioned
in 2001 with a compound two-piston driver [38]. X3 was used for several aerothermodynamic test campaigns
in the early 2000s (for example, [39–42]). However, its compound driver was also upgraded to a single stage
driver for the same reasons as the X2 driver upgrades: difﬁculty operating the two-piston arrangement and its
relatively low performance. Since the mid-late 2000s, most research effort with X3 has been directed towards
improving and characterizing the performance of the facility to ensure it achieves its signiﬁcant potential
[43–48]. These upgrades are now bearing fruit, with recent freejet testing of scramjet engines at Mach 10 [49]
and Mach 12 [50], plans to test large scale models at superorbital conditions [47], as well as development of a
reﬂected shock tunnel operating mode, X3R [51].
Expansion tubes are now routinely operated by a number of international research groups, for example:
X2 and X3 in Brisbane [52]; HEK-X in Kakuda [53]; JX-1 in Sendai [54]; HYPULSE-SET in New York [55];
JF16 in Beijing [56]; HET at Caltech [57]; and LENS-XX at Buffalo [58]. While this indicates that they have
become an established class of ground test facility, it remains difﬁcult to characterize their test ﬂows. For
various reasons outlined in Section 1.4, direct and time-resolved measurement of the test gas properties is not
yet possible, therefore these properties must be estimated through computation based on the initial state of the
machine, and a limited set of experimental measurements, normally comprised of shock speeds, tube wall
static pressures, and Pitot pressure.
Computation of the test ﬂow properties is challenging. The eventual portion of test gas which is used
for an experiment is produced by a series of unsteady internal wave processes which are, to varying extents,
affected by viscosity, high temperature gas effects, and non-ideal diaphragm rupture processes. The addition
of a free-piston driver—which provides the highest levels of absolute performance from currently available
driver options—further complicates these internal ﬂow processes. The free-piston driver itself produces an
unsteady pressure pulse, and, for many operating conditions, strong wave coupling between the piston and
the test gas means that the entire trajectory of the piston front face must be accurately tracked to adequately
account for driver wave processes.
Considering UQ’s experience with free-piston driven expansion tubes, the ability to generate a wide range
of operating conditions has now, by and large, been achieved. These test ﬂows are not perfect: they typically
exhibit varying degrees of unsteadiness throughout the test time; they have varying degrees of chemical
contamination from the facility hardware itself; and the ﬂow which arrives after the useful test time is strewn
with particulates from the thin ﬁlm diaphragms, which impact experimental models and instrumentation
and create an extremely harsh test environment. However, these test ﬂows are also unique to this class of
machine and driver, such as: scramjet high Mach test ﬂows up to 10 GPa total pressure [36]; 400 mm diameter
core ﬂow Mach 12 freejet scramjet test conditions [50]; 13 km/s Earth-return-from-Mars test conditions
[59]; and Gas Giant atmospheric entry ﬂows up to 20 km/s [27]. The primary remaining challenge, which is
being addressed on an ongoing basis, is to continually improve the test ﬂow reconstruction process to reduce
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uncertainty in test ﬂow estimates. Signiﬁcant progress towards this goal has been made in recent years. The
aim of this present chapter is to provide an overview of how we currently operate these machines and estimate
their test ﬂow properties, with a particular focus on CFD techniques which are essential to achieving the high
accuracy test ﬂow estimates required for 21st century hypersonics research.
1.1 Principle of operation
Figure 2 shows an idealised distance-time wave diagram for a free-piston driven expansion tube. Prior to the
experiment, the piston is secured at the upstream end (the left side of the ﬁgure) of the compression tube. At
its downstream end (to the right) the compression tube is sealed by a metallic diaphragm, which partitions the
larger diameter ‘driver’ (compression) tube from the smaller diameter ‘driven’ tube (the combination of shock
and acceleration tubes shown in Figure 2). The driven tube runs through to the test section, and can optionally
have a fully diverging nozzle as shown in the ﬁgure. The driven tube itself is partitioned with a thin ﬁlm
‘secondary diaphragm’, typically Mylar due to its high speciﬁc strength [60], into ‘shock’ and ‘acceleration’
tubes. The shock tube is ﬁlled with the test gas. The acceleration tube runs through to the model and test
section, which are both pumped down to a low pressure prior to the experiment.
Figure 2: Idealised distance-time (x-t) schematic diagram of expansion tube ﬂow processes.
Prior to the experiment each compartment is ﬁlled with different gases at different pressures, as required
by the target ﬂow condition, but indicative values are as follows:
• Reservoir gas: O(106 − 107) Pa of compressed air;
• Driver tube gas: O(105) Pa of helium and/or argon;
• Shock tube gas: O(103 − 105) Pa of test gas (air, CO2, N2, H2, etc.);
• Acceleration tube gas: O(100 − 102) Pa of air.
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In X2 and X3, the piston is initially located over a male slotted launcher (Figure 3), and itself acts as the
valve which seals it from the high pressure reservoir gas. When the facility is ﬁred, the piston is pushed off
the launcher by exposing the internal piston cavity to high pressure, and reservoir gas then ﬂows through the
launcher slots and propels the piston down the compression tube. For most of the piston stroke, the reservoir
pressure acting on the upstream face of the piston is higher than the driver pressure on its downstream face,
therefore the piston accelerates and accumulates kinetic energy. As the piston nears the downstream end of the
compression tube, the compression ratio of the driver gas rapidly increases. The primary diaphragm, which
typically has a ruptured pressure of O(107) Pa, eventually ruptures. The piston stroke takes place over a short
duration—around 25 ms in X2 and 100-150 ms in X3—so that heat loss is relatively low. The beneﬁt of this
technique, and the reason it is employed at UQ for X2 and X3 (as well as the T4 reﬂected shock tunnel), is
that it can provide a high pressure driver gas at extremely high temperatures (up to around 5000 K), which
makes it capable of driving the high Mach shock waves required for superorbital ﬂow conditions.
Figure 3: X3 piston launcher.
When the primary diaphragm ruptures, high pressure driver gas ﬂows into the shock tube and drives a
shock through the test gas. Behind the shock, the test gas is compressed to high temperature and density, and is
typically imparted with a downstream velocity of around 2–5 km/s depending on the target test condition. The
thin ﬁlm secondary diaphragm ruptures when the shock wave reaches it, exposing the shock-processed test
gas to the near-vacuum accelerator gas. It is after this point that the test gas undergoes an unsteady expansion,
upon which the name ‘expansion tube’ is based. The downstream portion of test gas is expanded to lower
static pressure, but receives an increase in its enthalpy and stagnation pressure.
X2 and X3 make use of fully diverging hypersonic nozzles (for example, X3’s new Mach 12 nozzle is
shown in Figure 4). These nozzles subject the test ﬂow to a further steady expansion. The primary purpose of
these nozzles is to increase the core ﬂow size, although they have also been observed to increase the steady test
time [61, 62]. As noted in [52], these nozzles reduce the binary scaling ρ-L product, however, this reduction
can often be accommodated by the inherently large total pressure capability of the expansion tube.
After the primary shock wave reaches the test section, the ﬁrst portion of gas which ﬂows past is the hot,
relatively low Mach number, accelerator gas, followed by the accelerator gas-test gas interface. Referring to
Figure 2, the useful test gas then ﬂows past (region 4) and the experiment can be conducted. The test time is
over once the upstream edge of the unsteady expansion arrives, or any one of several potential downstream
running u+ a waves arrive due to upstream wave reﬂections.
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Figure 4: X3 Mach 12 nozzle (Fig. 4.26 from [37]).
1.2 Expansion tube capabilities
The deﬁning characteristic of the free-piston driven expansion tube is its ability to simultaneously achieve
both high total temperature and high total pressure via an aerodynamic hypersonic test ﬂow at the true ﬂight
velocity. Referring to Figure 5, which compares different facilities in terms of stagnation temperature and test
time, it can be seen that various different facility types can achieve the stagnation temperatures associated
with planetary entry, i.e. T0 = O(10, 000) K. However, considering each class of facility:
• Plasma torches: can achieve the required heating over long test durations—sufﬁcient for materials
testing—but cannot test any aspects of the aerodynamics;
• Arcjets: can achieve the required heating, but typically at low supersonic Mach numbers;
• Ballistic ranges: in many respects these facilities most faithfully reproduce the phenomena of hypersonic
ﬂight, however, test times are too short for materials testing, they are difﬁcult to make measurements
and perform detailed diagnostics with, and are conﬁned to relatively small models;
• Shock tunnels: stagnation temperatures are limited by nozzle throat erosion and chemical reactions in
the nozzle supply region, therefore these facilities struggle to achieve T0 > 5000 K;
• Expansion tubes: these facilities can often generate the required stagnation temperatures at true
superorbital velocities, albeit for the shortest test times of the various facilities considered in Figure 5.
During expansion tube experiments, model heating is marginal, therefore these facilities cannot be used
to test high temperature materials.
Stagnation pressure is a critical metric for scramjet combustion testing. Here, pressure-length (p-L)
scaling [65, 66] is used to maintain similarity between ground testing and true ﬂight, and involves matching
Mach number (to reproduce the shock structure at the scramjet inlet), Reynolds number (to scale boundary
layers, fuel mixing, and binary forward reaction rates), and Damko¨hler’s second number (to match chemistry)
[36]. Even for full scale vehicles, at high Mach numbers the stagnation pressure becomes very large to match
the scramjet dynamic pressures expected of true ﬂight (up to around 100 kPa [36]). For subscale testing, p-L
scaling involves further increasing the total pressure requirement by inverse proportion to the ratio between
the ground test model size and the size of the actual ﬂight vehicle, and can lead to p0 = O(1) GPa.
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Figure 5: Indicative stagnation temperatures and test times for different facility types (Fig. 3.2 from [63],
which was originally adapted from [64]).
Figure 6 compares total pressure capability of various facilities suitable for scramjet testing. The unique
capability addressed by expansion tubes is high Mach freestream ( i.e. freejet) engine simulation. Free-piston
driven expansion tubes have the highest total pressure capability of the facilities shown, and are the only
facilities which can achieve p0  1 GPa to enable scramjet testing up to around Mach 15.
In addition to scramjet testing, superorbital turbulent transition experiments, such as those reported in
[70], require high Reynolds numbers at superorbital velocities. Only expansion tubes can currently achieve
the required Reynolds numbers for turbulent transition on scaled models at speeds much above 5 km/s.
1.3 Expansion tube limitations
The preceding discussion in Section 1.2 highlights the capabilities of expansion tubes: primarily their ability
to generate scramjet and superorbital test ﬂows, relatively unconstrained by the total pressure and temperature
limitations of most other facilities. However, expansion tubes also present several challenges and limitations
to the experimenter. First among these is test duration: for a similar scale of facility, an expansion tube
typically produces much less than 50% of the test time of a reﬂected shock tunnel (although this comparison
is difﬁcult since the conditions are usually not equivalent). The consequence is that very large expansion tubes
are required to produce test times that can be routinely achieved in much smaller reﬂected shock tunnels.
The seemingly innocuous thin ﬁlm diaphragms used in expansion tubes also present a major drawback to
their operation. Figure 7 shows high speed imaging of a Mach 12 scramjet ﬂow over Pitot probes in the X2
facility. In these images the useful test gas ﬂows past the probes some time between t = 56μs and t = 152μs,
and is followed ﬁrst by the test gas unsteady expansion, and then by the driver gases. However, entrained in
this trailing gas mixture are particulates following rupture of the thin secondary (and for these experiments
with a shock heated driver, tertiary) diaphragms. For t > 400μs these particulates are observed to impact
the probes. Such impacts can cause considerable damage. Figure 8 shows a stainless steel Pitot transducer
shielding cap used for a different experiment at a similar condition (the right-hand cap), and compares it to an
unused cap (the left-hand cap). Signiﬁcant damage in the high strength stainless steel is observed after one
shot, highlighting the degree of punishment which instrumentation can be subjected to in these facilities.
The ﬁlm diaphragms are also one contributor to another fundamental issue with expansion tubes: compli-
cated internal ﬂow processes. Figure 9 (originally adapted from [6]) shows a schematic of local ﬂow processes
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Figure 6: Indicative total pressure capability for various hypersonic facilities used for scramjet experimentation
(adapted from [67]; updated with [68] and [69]; originally presented as Fig. 2 in [15]).
during thin ﬁlm diaphragm rupture. Prior to rupture, a reﬂected shock temporarily forms as the ﬁlm diaphragm
is loaded. The reﬂected shock pressure far exceeds the membrane rupture strength of the diaphragm, and
these diaphragms are typically assumed to fail in shear around their periphery, which, for example, has been
experimentally observed by [11]. Referring to Figure 9, this small region of stagnated test gas, which can
dissociate and ionise, is later swept downstream. The diaphragm mass and fragmentation process directly
affect this process, as well as the degree to which the reﬂected shock affects the ﬁnal expanded test gas
properties [11, 60, 72, 73].
For many expansion tube ﬂow conditions the test ﬂow demonstrates varying degrees of unsteadiness.
Unsteadiness is usually even more prominent with a free-piston driven facility, because the actual pulse of
driver gas is itself unsteady. Compression to a high pressure and temperature results in a relatively short slug
of driver gas at the moment of diaphragm rupture. If the piston is going relatively slowly at this time (sweeping
a much lower mass ﬂow of gas than is concurrently ﬂowing into the downstream shock tube), then the driver
gas volume can be treated as approximately ﬁxed. Referring to Figure 2, after diaphragm rupture an unsteady
expansion processes this volume at the local speed of sound, which is very fast for a hot, light, driver gas.
When this unsteady expansion reaches the piston face, it reﬂects as a downstream-running u+ a wave, which
will disrupt the experiment if it reaches the test gas before the experiment is completed. This arrangement
is usually inadequate for most impulse facilities, and is addressed by operating the piston much faster.
Referring to Figure 10, the driver gas unsteady expansion can be weakened signiﬁcantly if the piston
is operated at such a high velocity that it sweeps an equivalent mass ﬂow of driver gas, per unit time, as is
ﬂowing through the area change to the shock tube. In fact, if the piston is going fast enough, then even if the
diaphragm has ruptured and is fully open, the pressure in the driver may continue to temporarily increase
(before eventually falling again once the piston slows down). Tuned operation of the piston, originally
proposed by Stalker [74], involves operating the piston in this ‘over-driven’ condition. Itoh et al. [75] deﬁne
an overdrive parameter, β, which is the ratio between the actual piston speed at the moment of diaphragm
rupture, and the piston speed theoretically required to maintain a constant pressure in the driver immediately
after diaphragm rupture. Figure 11 qualitatively shows the different driver pressure responses which can arise
depending on whether the piston is over-driven or under-driven.
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Figure 7: High speed camera footage of X2 expansion tube ﬂow over two Pitot probes. Experiment is Mach
12.5 scramjet ﬂow condition x2-scr-m12p5-rev-1, shot x2s1609. Flow is from right to left. Accelerator gas is
observed at t = 32μs; test gas at t = 56μs; unsteady expansion at t = 152μs; trailing secondary and primary
driver gases are observed at remaining times. At t = 400μs Mylar diaphragm fragments can be seen to arrive
in test section and to impact the Pitot probes. Mylar continues to impact objects in the test section for a total
duration of approximately 400μs; at t = 808μs the Mylar impact ﬁnishes. For this condition secondary and
tertiary diaphragms were comprised of four and ﬁve sheets of 0.025 mm thick Mylar respectively. Figure 8.4
from [71].
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Figure 8: Stainless steel 4-hole swirl cap before and after a single Mach 12.5 shot (m12p5-2.0mm-rev-0)
using 0.1 mm thick Mylar at both secondary and tertiary diaphragm stations. A new cap is shown on left, the
damaged cap on the right; the ruler indicates approximate scale. A large gouge is observed on the lower left
face of the damaged cap. Figure 8.3 from [71].
Referring to Figure 11, a signiﬁcant increase in the duration of the driver gas pulse can be achieved
by conﬁguring the piston for β > 1. However, while the driver properties may be sufﬁcient to drive the
required shock through the test gas for a long duration, the driver pressure pulse also becomes fundamentally
unsteady. Piston speeds required to achieve a tuned driver are typically around 100–300 m/s, and for many
tuned operating conditions, the piston speed can become a signiﬁcant proportion of the sound speed of the
driver gas. In these cases compression waves in the driver gas also become apparent and, potentially, quite
strong. Hence, two components of unsteadiness arise in the driver gas, which unfortunately can then impact
the development of important downstream test ﬂow processes. Figures 12 and 13 respectively show example
driver pressure traces from the X2 (computed) and X3 (experimentally measured) expansion tube facilities.
The aforementioned unsteadiness is evident in both sets of traces.
Another source of unsteadiness in the test ﬂow arises from viscous effects, particularly in the low pressure
acceleration tube. The importance of viscous effects to shock tube operation was ﬁrst identiﬁed by Duff
[77], and modelled by Mirels [78, 79], and were manifested at the time by unexpected shock attenuation in
longer shock tubes. It was found that if a shock tube was sufﬁciently long, the shock would begin to slow
down as it moved downstream, while at the same time the driver-test gas interface would speed up. In a
sufﬁciently long tube, the shock and interface will eventually move at the same speed. This is referred to as
‘Mirels’ effect, and arises due to test gas being swept into the boundary layer behind the shock. This effect can
become signiﬁcant in the low pressure acceleration tube of an expansion tube. Mirels’ model considered the
problem analytically, although numerical simulation has shown that the true effect can be even more complex.
For example, Figure 14 from [46] shows temperature contours in the acceleration tube of X3 for a Mach 10
scramjet operating condition. Temperature reveals the hot boundary layers, and it is observed that as the shock
progresses downstream, eventually there is a collapse of the core ﬂow.
Referring to Figure 14, in an expansion tube these viscous effects not only cause the shock to attenuate,
but they reduce the core ﬂow diameter and impede the unsteady expansion process in the test gas. The
result is that there is often a positive pressure gradient in the test gas behind the test-accelerator gas interface.
Such unsteady features do not preclude the use of expansion tube test ﬂows, especially for testing where no
alternative facilities exist, but they need to quantiﬁed. An example static pressure trace at the nozzle inlet for
an X3 Mach 10 test condition is shown in Figure 15. The test gas, which has been identiﬁed by correlation to
an accompanying CFD analysis [46], clearly does not have a steady static pressure as assumed by analytical
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Figure 9: Thin ﬁlm diaphragm rupture schematic (Fig. 3.5 from [71]; original ﬁgure adapted from [6]).
Figure 10: Flow states through a free-piston driver (Fig. 3 from [76]).
models based on ideal wave processes such as that shown in Figure 2.
Static pressure, which is radially fairly uniform through the acceleration tube, can, fortunately, normally
be accurately determined by a contact measurement using a standard ﬂush-mounted piezoelectric pressure
transducer. However, referring to Figure 14, the challenge becomes determining the radially non-uniform
properties, which also happen to be much more difﬁcult to measure, such as temperature and velocity. When
a nozzle is used (for example, Figure 4), even static pressure itself becomes radially non-uniform and cannot
be measured non-intrusively from the nozzle wall. Perhaps the greatest challenge with expansion tube ﬂows,
which is the topic of this chapter, is reconstruction of these unsteady and difﬁcult-to-measure ﬂow properties.
1.4 Test ﬂow reconstruction
Test ﬂow reconstruction refers to the process of determining the properties of the expansion tube test ﬂow. As
already noted, this process is particularly challenging for expansion tubes for two reasons: ﬁrstly, the ﬂow prop-
erties are difﬁcult to experimentally measure due to the harsh test environment and short test times; secondly,
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Figure 11: Effect of piston over-driving on driver pressure. Time is normalised. (Fig. 4.7 from [71]).
these short duration test ﬂows themselves are transiently and spatially non-uniform, so that their ﬂow properties
must be spatially resolved through a three-dimensional ﬂowﬁeld with respect to microsecond time scales.
While several advanced optical techniques are presented in Section 6, these techniques are often unable
to transiently resolve ﬂow properties, and furthermore, require signiﬁcant expertise, time, and resources to
implement. Therefore, for routine operation, the available ﬂow diagnostics are signiﬁcantly more limited.
At UQ the standard diagnostics to assist in reconstruction of the test ﬂow properties are as follows: contact
measurements of static pressure ﬂush to the tube wall surface; average shock speeds based on shock wave
time-of-ﬂight between these static pressure transducers; and Pitot or similar impact pressures across the tube
or nozzle exit plane. It is also noted that ﬁltered high-speed imaging of test ﬂow over the experimental model
has recently been used to infer periods of steady test time [80]. This limited set of pressure measurements
and shock speeds do not directly represent the test gas properties of interest, but can be used to infer these
ﬂow properties through varying levels of analysis. Three levels of analysis sophistication are applied to the
calculation of expansion tube test ﬂow properties, which are detailed below in separate sections of this chapter:
1. ‘0-D’ state-to-state analysis (Section 3): this approach assumes a set of pre-deﬁned wave processes, such
as those shown in Figure 2. Viscous effects and facility length scales are initially neglected, and simple
compressible ﬂow relations—based on the analytical framework originally derived by Trimpi [82]—are
used to compute the properties of the various ﬂow regions, including the test gas. This process can be
augmented with higher ﬁdelity chemistry models, and viscosity can be accounted for, in a limited sense,
using Mirels’ theory [78, 79] or empirical corrections. These simulations can be additionally nuanced
with simple modelling of phenomena such as ﬁlm diaphragm reﬂected shocks, tuned nozzle expansion
ratios, and so forth. The accuracy of the test ﬂow estimate depends largely on how well the speciﬁc ﬂow
condition follows the assumed analytical model: for example, the state-to-state analysis may be quite
effective for a ﬁxed-volume driven expansion tube with no nozzle, limited high temperature effects, and
relatively minor viscous effects, i.e. a relatively low aspect ratio tube running with a helium test gas;
on the other hand, for a high Mach, free-piston driven, scramjet air test ﬂow, the estimate may be very
poor. The beneﬁt of this approach is the speed of the calculation and easier interpretation of the results,
and it remains the standard approach used by experimenters to quickly characterize their test ﬂow.
2. ‘1-D’ Lagrangian CFD analysis using the code L1d [83] (Section 4): here the internal gas slugs
are axially discretised into ﬁxed mass Lagrangian cells which move through the tube, which itself
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Figure 12: Computed driver pressure traces for X2 facility (adapted from Fig. 16 of [15]).
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Figure 13: Experimental driver pressure trace for X3 Mach 10 condition (adapted from Fig. 9 of [45]).
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Figure 14: 2-D axisymmetric calculation of ﬂow development in shock and acceleration tubes of X3 for
Mach 10 scramjet test condition. Acceleration tube has been lengthened by 20 m to examine limits of
acceleration tube length (Fig. 7 from [46]).
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Figure 15: Experimental static pressure at nozzle inlet for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (adapted from Fig. 3 of
[46]).
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Figure 16: Conical impact pressure probes, and Pinckney [81] quasi-static pressure probe (adapted from Fig.
4 of [45]).
is modelled as a variable-area duct. The solver time-accurately tracks the entire evolution of the
experiment, commencing at launch of the piston, and the moving piston is a fundamental part of the
model. This code’s strength is its ability to accurately track the complex longitudinal wave processes
which drive impulse facilities. Simulations, which take place on a single processor, can be completed
in O(1 − 10) CPU-hours. The code’s main limitation is that one-dimensional discretisation cannot
adequately capture multidimensional viscous effects in the low pressure acceleration tube, limiting
modelling accuracy for the ﬁnal test gas unsteady expansion.
3. ‘Hybrid’ 2-D axisymmetric CFD analysis (Section 5): hybrid analysis involves using 2-D axisymmetric
CFD to model, at the very least, the low-pressure acceleration tube. This approach is necessary to
adequately capture the viscous effects which fundamentally impact the state of the ﬁnal test ﬂow. In
the simplest form of hybrid analysis, a 1-D simulation of the facility is used to provide a radially
uniform inﬂow to a 2-D axisymmetric simulation of the acceleration tube; accuracy can potentially be
further improved by extending 2-D analysis upstream to the shock tube or driver, although this comes at
considerable computational expense and modelling complexity. Simulations are calculated in parallel,
taking O(104 − 106) CPU-hours depending on the facility size, the simulation time, and the physical
scope of the 2-D modelling. This is the most accurate method for characterizing the test ﬂow, however,
it heavily relies on the researcher having the relevant expertise to implement, it is time-consuming, and
it requires signiﬁcant computational resources.
2 UQ EXPANSION TUBE FACILITIES
This section provides a brief technical overview of UQ’s two free-piston driven expansion tubes, X2 and X3.
2.1 X2 Facility
At 23 m long, the X2 facility (Figure 1b) is an intermediate size free-piston driven expansion tube. The current
0.2568 m diameter compression tube was commissioned by Scott [14] in 2006 with a 35 kg piston. This
piston was replaced in 2010 with a 10.5 kg piston in order to facilitate tuned operation of the driver. X2’s
4.5 m long compression tube is relatively short. In order to achieve high enough piston speeds for tuned
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Figure 17: Geometric layout of X2 expansion tube facility with Mach 10 nozzle, 2018 conﬁguration.
Longitudinal scale compressed for clarity.
operation (> 200 m/s), it was necessary to develop a very lightweight piston which could be accelerated to
high speed, and decelerated again to rest, over this short distance [15].
Relevant geometric details for the facility downstream of the primary diaphragm station are shown in
Figure 17. The 85 mm diameter driven tube can be partitioned with one or two ﬁlm diaphragms (only a single
secondary diaphragm is shown in the ﬁgure). The facility is normally operated with a Mach 10 fully diverging
nozzle, also developed by Scott [14], which has an exit diameter of 201.6 mm. Typically, around half this
diameter can be treated as useful core ﬂow during experiments, and on this basis the maximum model size is
around 100 mm. Test time depends on the speciﬁc ﬂow condition, but 50− 100μs is typical.
2.2 X3 Facility
Referring to Figure 1c, the X3 facility is functionally similar to X2, but at 65 m length it is much larger. X3’s
larger scale allows testing of much larger models, for much longer test times. The facility was upgraded to a
14.5 m long, 500 mm diameter single piston driver in 2011 [52], and currently can be operated with 100 kg,
200 kg, and 280 kg piston options.
Geometric detail downstream of the primary diaphragm station is shown in Figure 18. The driven tube is
comprised of three sections, with slightly different diameters due to use of legacy hardware. The tube can be
partitioned with one or two ﬁlm diaphragms (denoted as secondary and tertiary diaphragms in the ﬁgure).
The facility is currently operated with a 440 mm exit diameter Mach 10 and 570 mm exit diameter
Mach 12 nozzle, both ﬁlament wound from ﬁbreglass. The Mach 10 nozzle is simply a scaled-up version of
X2’s nozzle [84]; the Mach 12 nozzle (Figure 4) is a completely new design [48].
Since its driver and nozzle upgrades, X3 has only been used for Mach 10 [49] and Mach 12 scramjet
campaigns [50], and high enthalpy air re-entry experiments are under way at the time of writing [47]. Core
ﬂow diameters of 240 mm and 360 mm have been measured for Mach 10 and 12 nozzles respectively, and test
time was around 1 ms for both Mach numbers [46, 50].
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Figure 18: Geometric layout of X3 expansion tube facility with Mach 10 nozzle, 2013 conﬁguration.
Longitudinal scale compressed for clarity.
3 STATE-TO-STATE ANALYSIS
Trimpi [82] developed the basic analytical framework which is still used to compute the internal ﬂow properties
of an expansion tube, including the ﬁnal processed test gas. This approach is referred to as a ‘state-to-state’
analysis, since it initially pre-supposes a ﬁnite set of wave processes, and then computes the change in state
for internal gas regions as they sequentially pass through each relevant subset of these waves. The approach is
relatively simple to implement in a code and can be computed on the spot, and remains the standard way that
test ﬂow properties are computed at UQ, primarily due to the modelling difﬁculty and severe computing cost
associated with CFD. The group currently maintains a code which implements many of the features discussed
in this section. The publicly available code is described in [85], which also contains instructions on how to
download and install the code.
Considering day-to-day operation of the X2 and X3 expansion tube facilities, routine experiments normally
make use of the existing range of free-piston driver operating conditions, and simply involve changing the
shock and acceleration tube ﬁll pressures. Since there is approximately sonic ﬂow across the driver-to-driven
tube area change, the downstream conﬁguration of the expansion tube has no effect on the free-piston driver.
Therefore, driven tube conﬁguration can be adjusted without concern about damaging the driver. This is
fortunate, since driver condition development is challenging and high risk, and often relies on a careful balance
of 1-D CFD analysis (described in Section 4) and incremental experimentation, as described in [15].
This section now details the analysis procedure for state-to-state analysis of a free-piston expansion tube
operating with a free-piston driver. The speciﬁc procedure and notation is consistent with Figure 2 and
[59], but it is reiterated that the fundamental analysis procedure originates with Trimpi [82]. Operation with
a shock-heated secondary driver is not considered; the analysis governing this arrangement is outlined in
Appendix A of [59].
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3.1 Diagnostic analysis procedure
This section outlines the analysis procedure used for state-to-state test ﬂow reconstruction of an actual
expansion tube experiment, where the facility has been ﬁred and shock speeds have been measured. The
objective here is to estimate what the test ﬂow properties are for a speciﬁc experiment, and as such, it is
referred to as a ‘diagnostic’ application of the theory. This approach requires relatively little information
about the facility—simply shock and acceleration tube gas properties, ﬁll pressures and temperatures, and
experimentally measured shock speeds—is very simple to compute, and gives a more accurate prediction of
the test gas properties for a speciﬁc experiment than the ‘predictive’ analysis in Section 3.2 (which is based
on a greater number of assumptions and analysis steps).
As will be seen in Section 3.2, this approach is not the same as trying to predict the test ﬂow without the
experimentally measure shock speeds, which is referred to in this chapter as ‘predictive’ application of the
theory. Predictive calculations need to compute the shock speeds based on the driver performance, introduce
more ﬂow processes, and require an iterative solution.
Referring to Figure 2, once an experiment has been run, the test gas ﬁll properties can be computed from
the following information:
• Gas composition, ﬁll pressure, and ﬁll temperature, in the shock tube; γ1, R1, p1, and T1;
• Gas composition, ﬁll pressure, and ﬁll temperature, in the acceleration tube; γ5, R5, p5, and T5;
• Experimentally measured shock speeds in the shock and acceleration tubes; us,1 and us,5.
Using this data, the properties behind the shock wave in the shock tube can be computed with Equations
1–3:
p2 = p1
[
1 +
2γ1
γ1 + 1
(
u2s,1
γ1R1T1
− 1
)]
(1)
u2 =
2us,1
(γ1 + 1)
− 2γ1R1T1
(γ1 + 1)us,1
(2)
T2 = T1
p2
p1
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
γ1 + 1
γ1 − 1 +
p2
p1
1 +
γ1 + 1
γ1 − 1
p2
p1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3)
Properties behind the shock wave in the acceleration tube can be computed with Equations 4–6
p6 = p5
[
1 +
2γ5
γ5 + 1
(
u2s,5
γ5R5T5
− 1
)]
(4)
u6 =
2us,5
(γ5 + 1)
− 2γ5R5T5
(γ5 + 1)us,5
(5)
T6 = T5
p6
p5
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
γ5 + 1
γ5 − 1 +
p6
p5
1 +
γ5 + 1
γ5 − 1
p6
p5
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (6)
It is assumed that static pressure and velocity are uniform across the test gas-accelerator gas interface:
p7 = p6 = p5
[
1 +
2γ5
γ5 + 1
(
u2s,5
γ5R5T5
− 1
)]
(7)
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u7 = u6 =
2us,5
(γ5 + 1)
− 2γ5R5T5
(γ5 + 1)us,5
(8)
The test ﬂow static pressure and velocity, p7 and u7 respectively, are simply given by Equations 7 and 8.
After shock-processing in the shock tube, the test gas is expanded from state p2 to p7 through an isentropic
unsteady expansion in the acceleration tube. Static temperature of the test gas is therefore given by Equation
9, completing the full set of test ﬂow properties:
T7 = T2
(
p7
p2
)γ1 − 1
γ1 (9)
The beneﬁt of this approach is that it is ‘blind’ to the processes in the driver and very simple to compute.
However, it also evident that this technique cannot account for shock attenuation through the driven tube (and
the processes causing this, including viscous effects and driver gas unsteadiness). Given the chronological
order of wave processes, it is logical that reference experimental shock speeds should be those measured most
downstream in both tubes; this ensures that the properties of the test gas immediately prior to the unsteady
expansion are computed for state 2, and the state 2 gas is expanded to the theoretical static pressure at the end
of the acceleration tube immediately prior to ﬂow arrival at the tube exit.
This approach yields no information about the test time or the useful core ﬂow size. Pitot pressure surveys
are typically used to establish these fundamental properties of the test gas. The test time is identiﬁed as a time
interval of acceptably uniform Pitot pressure after passage of the accelerator gas is conﬁrmed; the core ﬂow
diameter is identiﬁed as the spatial region where the Pitot pressure remains acceptably uniform across the
tube or nozzle exit. This experimental Pitot pressure approach is probably effective at identifying regions of
steady test time, however, reconciling the magnitudes of the Pitot pressure with the state-to-state analysis can
often prove challenging and/or unsuccessful (for example, the case studies shown in Sections 7.2 and 7.3).
In addition to the above, recent experiments with X2 [80] have used high speed imaging to infer the
interval of steady test time during the experiment; in this instance camera is used with a narrow bandpass
ﬁlter—atomic oxygen in the cited paper—which is focussed on an object in the core ﬂow. The steady test
time is identiﬁed as the period of time when intensity of the atomic oxygen emission is relatively steady.
3.2 Predictive analysis procedure
Predictive analysis aims to estimate the test ﬂow properties based only on information about the initial facility
conﬁguration. This approach is essential for developing new test conditions and planning experiments. It is an-
alytically more complicated than the diagnostic approach in Section 3.1, since it requires a driver model as well
as iterative solution for the shock and acceleration tube shock speeds. This is a nose-to-tail analysis technique
which commences at the driver. The driver gas properties are assumed to be steady after diaphragm rupture.
Considering a free-piston driven facility, the following conﬁguration variables must initially be speciﬁed:
• Gas composition, ﬁll pressure, and ﬁll temperature, in the driver; γ4, R4, p4,i, and T4,i;
• Primary diaphragm rupture pressure, p4;
• Gas composition, ﬁll pressure, and ﬁll temperature, in the shock tube; γ1, R1, p1, and T1;
• Gas composition, ﬁll pressure, and ﬁll temperature, in the acceleration tube; γ5, R5, p5, and T5;
The compression ratio of the driver gas, λ4, at the moment of diaphragm rupture is ﬁrst calculated:
λ4 =
(
p4
p4,i
)1/γ4
(10)
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Driver gas temperature at rupture, T4, is calculated by assuming an isentropic compression of the driver
gas. This is generally a reasonable assumption for performance estimates, although there is always a varying
degree of heat loss to the driver tube during the compression. Rapid compression of the driver gas can also
produce strong compression waves which make the process less reversible:
T4 = T4,i
(
p4
p4,i
)γ4 − 1
γ4 (11)
Assuming a simple area change at the driver (use of an oriﬁce plate, as shown in Figure 10, is treated
analytically in [76]), after diaphragm rupture the driver gas expands into the driven tube. Referring to Figure 2,
an unsteady expansion ﬁrst processes the gas in the driver tube from state 4 to state 4′. Across the area change
sonic ﬂow is established, whereby the driver gas is expanded from state 4′ to state 4′′. Finally, the driver gas
undergoes a supersonic unsteady expansion to state 3. The entire driver gas expansion process is treated as
isentropic, therefore total temperature is assumed to be conserved. Static temperature across the area change
is as follows, assuming M = 1:
T ′′4 = T4
(
1 +
γ4 − 1
2
M2
)−1
=
2T4
γ4 + 1
(12)
Driver gas at state 4′′ is processed by an unsteady expansion to state 3. Velocity and sound speed across
this process are related as follows:
u3 +
2a3
γ4 − 1 = u4
′′ +
2a4′′
γ4 − 1 (13)
Noting that for sonic ﬂow across the area change that u4′′ = a4′′ =
√
γ4R4T4′′ , and that a3 =
√
γ4R4T3:
u3 =
(γ4 + 1)
√
γ4R4T4′′ − 2
√
γ4R4T3
γ4 − 1 (14)
Treating the entire driver gas post-rupture process as isentropic, T3 is related to T4 as follows:
T3 = T4
(
p3
p4
)γ4 − 1
γ4 (15)
Noting that static pressure and velocity are assumed to be constant across the driver-test gas interface, and
substituting Equations 12 and 15 into 14:
p2 = p3 (16)
u2 = u3 =
√
γ4R4T4
γ4 − 1
⎡
⎢⎣√2(γ4 + 1)− 2
(
p2
p4
)γ4 − 1
2γ4
⎤
⎥⎦ (17)
The ﬂow velocity behind the primary shock through the shock tube is given by the following:
u2 =
a1
γ1
(
p2
p1
− 1
)⎡⎢⎢⎣
2γ1
(γ1 + 1)
p2
p1
+
(γ1 − 1)
(γ1 + 1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
1/2
(18)
Equating 18 with 17:
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√
γ1R1T1
γ1
(
p2
p1
− 1
)⎡⎢⎢⎣
2γ1
(γ1 + 1)
p2
p1
+
(γ1 − 1)
(γ1 + 1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
1/2
=
√
γ4R4T4
γ4 − 1
⎡
⎢⎣√2(γ4 + 1)− 2
(
p2
p4
)γ4 − 1
2γ4
⎤
⎥⎦ (19)
The initial conﬁguration deﬁnes the test gas (γ1, R1, p1, T1), the driver gas (γ4, R4, p4,i, T4,i), the primary
diaphragm rupture pressure (p4), and the driver gas temperature at rupture (T4 from Equation 11). The test
gas post-shock pressure, p2, can therefore be evaluated by iterative solution of Equation 19; the post-shock
velocity is computed by substitution of p2 into Equation 18; post-shock temperature is given by Equation 3.
After shock-processing in the shock tube, the test gas undergoes an unsteady expansion from state 2 to
state 7. This is governed by the following unsteady expansion equation:
u2 +
2a2
γ1 − 1 = u7 +
2a7
γ1 − 1 (20)
It is assumed that static pressure and velocity are uniform across the test gas-accelerator gas interface:
p7 = p6 (21)
u7 = u6 (22)
Assuming an isentropic expansion from state 2 to state 7, and noting Equation 21:
T7 = T2
(
p7
p2
)γ1 − 1
γ1 = T2
(
p6
p2
)γ1 − 1
γ1 (23)
Substituting Equations 22 and 23 into 20 and rearranging:
u6 = u7 = u2 +
2
√
γ1R1T2
γ1 − 1
⎡
⎢⎣1−
(
p6
p2
)γ1 − 1
2γ1
⎤
⎥⎦ (24)
The ﬂow velocity behind the shock in the acceleration tube is given by the following:
u6 =
a5
γ5
(
p6
p5
− 1
)⎡⎢⎢⎣
2γ5
(γ5 + 1)
p6
p5
+
(γ5 − 1)
(γ5 + 1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
1/2
(25)
Equating 25 with 24
u2 +
2
√
γ1R1T2
γ1 − 1
⎡
⎢⎣1−
(
p6
p2
)γ1 − 1
2γ1
⎤
⎥⎦ = a5
γ5
(
p6
p5
− 1
)⎡⎢⎢⎣
2γ5
(γ5 + 1)
p6
p5
+
(γ5 − 1)
(γ5 + 1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
1/2
(26)
The ﬁnal test gas static pressure in the acceleration tube, p7, is obtained by iterative solution of Equation
26, noting that p7 = p6 (Equation 21); the velocity, u7, is given by Equation 5 noting that u7 = u6 (Equation
22); the temperature, T7, is given by Equation 23.
Analytical techniques also exist to predict the test time, such as [4], and there is scope to maximise test
time by judicious selection of relative tube lengths. However, 1-D CFD is more reliable for estimating the
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ideal theoretical test time (ignoring viscous effects). Furthermore, in practice it is often quite inconvenient to
ﬁne-tune the facility length scales by rearranging tubes and changing ﬁlm diaphragm locations, and usually
the facility conﬁguration remains relatively static. Therefore, the experimenter often accepts that the test
time will be evaluated once actual experiments are conducted. The experimenter often also has a reasonable
expectation of the test time based on experience with other ﬂow conditions, and analytical estimates are
unlikely to be much more reliable than this.
3.3 Tuned driver gas properties
In Section 3.2 the driver gas properties at rupture were estimated by assuming an isentropic compression of the
driver gas from its initial ﬁll pressure, p4,i, to the primary diaphragm rupture pressure, p4. This approach will
usually over-predict the driver performance for two main reasons: ﬁrstly, there will always be some amount of
heat loss from the driver gas to the compression tube; secondly, there can be signiﬁcant total pressure losses
across the driver area change. For example, previous CFD of X2’s driver [71] has predicted that an extensive
shock train develops in the driven tube to realign driver gas in the axial direction of the shock tube.
In order to improve the performance characterization of the driver, a methodology to calculate driver gas
‘effective’ temperature and pressure was derived in [76]. This technique computes driver gas properties at
rupture based on experimentally measured shock speeds in the shock tube. This approach essentially scales
the driver gas pressure and temperature (which are assumed to be related isentropically) so that the predicted
shock speed in the shock tube matches the experimental result. The approach in [76] assumes that the test gas
is helium, which allows a full analytical solution since the helium can be accurately treated as a calorically
perfect gas up to a very high temperature. However, the same approach can be adapted to any set of shock
speeds and test gas with appropriate application of the theory.
Considering a standard driver area change with no additional oriﬁce constriction, and a driver gas with γ =
5/3 ( i.e. helium, argon, or a mixture of both gases), the ‘effective’ driver pressure is given by the following:
p4,eff = 0.0020047 · p4,i
[
u2
a4,i
+ 3
(
p2
p4,i
)1/5]5
(27)
where a4,i and p4,i are the initial sound speed and ﬁll pressure of the driver gas, and p2 and u2 are the
static pressure and velocity behind the primary shock through the test gas, which can be calculated from the
experimentally measured shock speed, test gas properties, initial ﬁll pressure p1, and Equations 1 and 2.
The ‘effective’ temperature is then given by the isentropic relation:
T4,eff = T4,i
(
p4,eff
p4,i
)γ4 − 1
γ4 (28)
After values of p4,eff and T4,eff have been established for a given driver condition, it has been found that
predicted shock speeds through the shock tube are very well matched with experiment. The actual values of
these two parameters do not, in themselves, have physical signiﬁcance; they are simply values for driver gas
properties at rupture which, when substituted into the standard facility analytical model (Section 3.2), lead to
an improved prediction of the shock speed. For example, low values of p4,eff and T4,eff may simply indicate
large total pressure losses across the driver area change and diaphragm, as was determined for X3 in [86].
It is ﬁnally noted that this approach can also be applied to drivers with constrictions at the driver area
change (like the driver schematic shown in Figure 10), in accordance with the methodology detailed in [76].
3.4 Nozzle calculations
As noted earlier, expansion tube nozzles (such as that shown in Figure 4) are used to increase the core ﬂow
size, but have also been observed to increase the test time. These nozzles, which are fully diverging, are
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designed to operate with speciﬁc inﬂow Mach and Reynolds numbers, and the inﬂow is assumed to be steady
for the nozzle contour design process. In practice, the inﬂow is unsteady, the slug of test gas is preceded by
the hot state 6 shock-processed accelerator gas, and the nozzle is operated, to varying degrees, at off-design
conditions (different inﬂow Mach numbers, different Reynolds numbers, and therefore different boundary
layers, to the design case). However, if the nozzle is assumed to have ideal operation, then a de Laval nozzle
analysis leads to the following equality, relating nozzle inlet ﬂow properties, denoted by subscript ‘i’ (which
is the state 7 test gas for an expansion tube), to nozzle exit ﬂow properties, denoted by subscript ‘e’:
Ae
Ai
1
Mi
[
2
γ1 + 1
(
1 +
γ1 − 1
2
M2i
)] (γ1 + 1)
2 (γ1 − 1) = 1
Me
[
2
γ1 + 1
(
1 +
γ1 − 1
2
M2e
)] (γ1 + 1)
2 (γ1 − 1) (29)
A state-to-state analysis (Section 3.1 or 3.2) will yield the nozzle inlet Mach, Mi = M7; the geometric
area ratio of the nozzle yields Ae/Ai; the exit Mach number, Me, is then obtained by solution of Equation 29.
This is a satisfactory approach for facility performance calculations and test condition design.
In practice, there is sometimes reason to believe that the ‘effective’ area ratio of the nozzle somewhat
differs from the geometric ratio. This is not an unreasonable proposition: the fact that the boundary layer
through the nozzle is condition-dependent, and often substantial, means that there is potential for the nozzle
to apply a non-ideal level of expansion to the actual core ﬂow of the test gas, which will directly affect the
predicted static pressure, temperature, and Mach at the nozzle exit. For test condition diagnostic purposes
(Section 3.1) there is always some degree of discrepancy between 1) the predicted nozzle exit ﬂow properties,
based on driver tube shock speeds and an ideal nozzle expansion in accordance with Equation 29, and 2)
experimental Pitot/impact pressure measurements (Figures 8 and 16), and, if used, quasi-static pressure
measurements such as those made with a Pinckney probe (Figure 16). In cases where these discrepancies are
signiﬁcant, a different nozzle area ratio—referred to as an ‘effective’ area ratio—can be used, if this better
reconciles the experimental and analytical dataset. However, as noted in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, Pitot pressure
measurements are very challenging in expansion tubes, and must be treated with caution. Use of ‘effective’
area ratios is therefore a somewhat fraught approach to take unless the experimenter is very conﬁdent that the
experimental diagnostics are reliable.
3.5 Equilibrium gas chemistry
Most operating conditions generated with UQ’s free-piston driven expansion tubes have associated tempera-
tures which make ideal gas assumptions inaccurate for various gas regions within the machine. A common
reﬁnement is to incorporate equilibrium gas chemistry into the methodology detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
UQ currently makes use of NASA’s CEA2 equilibrium chemistry code [87] for this purpose. It is also noted
that equilibrium chemistry becomes essential when high temperature gas effects are a fundamental aspect of
the operating condition, such as, for example, generating an ionised shock layer around a blunt body.
One example of this is shown in Figure 19 below, where a performance map of X2 has been calculated as
a function of shock tube ﬁll pressure, p1, and acceleration tube ﬁll pressure, p5, across a range of pressures
covering the entire practical operating envelope of the facility. These results, originally presented in [33],
are for a single driver condition, assume the use of X2’s Mach 10 nozzle, and are for an argon test gas.
Figures 19(a–d) show the velocity, density, temperature, and electron number density of the freestream ﬂow at
the nozzle exit; Figures 19(e–h) show the same properties along the stagnation streamline, immediately behind
the bow shock which will form over a blunt body placed in the test ﬂow; Figures 19(i, j) show the conductivity
and Hall coefﬁcient (for a stagnation point magnetic ﬁeld strength of 0.8 T) for the shock layer around the
model. This analysis was performed to assist with planning magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) experiments, and
an equivalent CFD analysis would be computationally impractical for even a 1-D code such as L1d.
Referring to Figure 19, this type of performance envelope analysis, which was computed across 40,000
design points, took several hours to compute on a single processor. This computation time itself depended on
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Figure 19: Properties of argon test gas along stagnation streamline; (a) freestream ﬂow speed; (b) freestream
ﬂow density; (c) freestream temperature; (d) freestream electron number; (e) post-shock velocity; (f) post-
shock density; (g) post-shock temperature; (h) post-shock electron number density; (i) post-shock conductivity;
(j) post-shock Hall coefﬁcient.
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development of look-up tables at various stages of the computation, otherwise it would have taken much longer.
However, once computed, this type of result can serve as its own lookup table for interrogating the performance
of the facility for a given driver condition, since the facility response, and all of the relevant internal ﬂow
properties, are deﬁned at each (p1, p5) coordinate. Since most facilities usually make use of a small range
of free-piston driver conditions, it is feasible to calculate a dataset for each driver condition and each test gas
of interest. This is sufﬁcient to characterize the facility for experimental planning purposes, and will provide
the experimenter with rapid access to an exhaustive set of reasonably accurate performance predictions.
3.6 Viscous effects
In the limiting case, the Mirels analysis [78, 79] leads to the shock and contact surface moving down the
tube at the same speed. In the NASA Langley expansion tube in the 1970s, shock speed was compared to
microwave interferometric measurements of contact surface velocity, for low density laminar ﬂows; it was
indeed found that the two speeds were approximately equal by the time the ﬂow reached the tube exit, and
this later became the working assumption with the Langley facility [73, 88, 89]. When these viscous effects
are signiﬁcant, much of the accelerator gas can be entrained in the boundary layer. For an expansion tube
with no nozzle, this phenomenon can often be identiﬁed on a Pitot pressure trace by the fact that there is no
apparent accelerator gas after shock arrival: the low Mach accelerator gas should appear as a region of low
Pitot pressure prior to arrival of the high Mach test gas. However, when a nozzle is used, the nozzle start up
process makes it very difﬁcult to differentiate between test and accelerator gases on a Pitot pressure trace, and
this approach is less helpful. Noting the above, diagnostic state-to-state analysis will often assume that the
test gas velocity is equal to the shock speed, especially for low density, high enthalpy test ﬂows.
4 QUASI-1D CFD ANALYSIS
4.1 The L1d code
The L1d (Lagrangian one-dimensional) ﬂow simulation code is capable of simulating the gas-dynamic
operation of a full free-piston driven facility and is a key tool during the design of new facilities. The code is
closely related to other light-gas gun codes (see e.g. [90], [91]) and borrows a number of ideas from some of
them. The principal features of L1d are summarised here but a more complete description is available in an
earlier VKI lecture [92].
The core of the L1d program is a time-stepping loop which ﬁrst applies the speciﬁed boundary conditions
to the gas slugs, pistons, and diaphragms within the facility, and then advances the state of the entire system
forward in time by a small increment (or time-step). The gas dynamics model is limited to one spatial
dimension but gradual variation of duct area is allowed. Each slug of gas is treated in a Lagrangian framework,
in which the slug is divided into a number of control-mass elements (or cells) moving in a variable-area duct.
The simulation just tracks the motions of these gas particles along the length of the facility.
The ﬂow has momentum in one dimension only and any area changes in the tube area are assumed to be
gradual, with the resulting pressure force also acting along the single space dimension. Although the boundary
layer along the tube wall is not completely modelled in this formulation of the gas-dynamic equations, some of
its effects are modelled in the momentum equation by the addition of a wall shear stress. This one-dimensional
approximation is arguably the most troublesome part of an L1d simulation because it cannot be ﬁxed later
by simply increasing the grid resolution. The approximation does, however, model efﬁciently the principal
longitudinal waves that drive the expansion-tube ﬂow and allows us to run end-to-end facility simulations as
part of an iterative design process.
The code has the ability to simulate several independent, or interacting, slugs of gas and several pistons
and multiple diaphragms may be included. Coupling of the pistons and diaphragms to the gas dynamics is via
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boundary conditions applied to the ends the gas slugs. It has nominal second-order accuracy in both space
and time combined with a robust shock-capturing scheme. The use of a shock capturing scheme means that
the same set of equations is used to compute the motion of the gas whether a shock is present or not. This
simpliﬁes the code (as shocks do not need to be explicitly identiﬁed or tracked) and is especially important in
situations where shocks may form from the merger of ﬁnite compression waves and where multiple shocks
and contact surfaces interact in a complicated manner. It also results in a smearing of the shocks over a couple
of computational cells, however, this is not a problem in practice as any smeared shocks can be sharpened by
increasing the grid resolution.
Viscous effects are included using the standard engineering correlations for friction and heat transfer in
pipe ﬂow. Although these correlations are generally derived for steady incompressible ﬂow, they seem to
perform adequately in the simulations where the ﬂows are predominantly unsteady and are very compressible.
The principal limitation of L1d is that the boundary layer is effectively mixed into the core ﬂow for each gas
element in the simulation. When viscous effects are relatively strong, this leads to noticeable errors in the
estimates of ﬂow properties. For example, in the fully expanded test gas ﬂow toward the end of the acceleration
tube, a viscous L1d simulation would indicate a monotonic axial pressure gradient along the gas slug. This
contrasts with ﬂow in a real expansion tube facility, where the core of the expanded test gas slug may even
have a dip in pressure as it accelerates through the boundary layer that is being left behind on the tube walls.
4.2 L1d simulation procedure
The ﬁrst step to developing an L1d simulation is to faithfully reproduce, as far as possible, the internal duct
geometry. Gradual area transitions in the real geometry can be directly modelled in the code; however, abrupt
area changes, such as the one at the primary diaphragm station, need to be modelled as gradual changes in
L1d. There is no ﬁxed rule as to how ‘gradual’ the area change needs to be, and it will depend on such factors
as the width of the cells passing through it, the local ﬂow velocity, and the time-step. However, a guiding
principle is that it should take many time-steps for each cell to pass through the area change, otherwise the
full effect of the area change will not be conveyed to the cell.
Users are often tempted to make area changes abrupt because it follows the true facility geometry, however
they should resist this temptation as the consequences can be serious. Considering the primary diaphragm
station, for example, a consequence of having an area change that is too abrupt is that the mass ﬂow into the
driven tube may be overestimated; if piston dynamics are calculated using such a model, the result may be
that the driver gas vents more slowly in the experiment than predicted by the simulation; in turn, this may lead
to a signiﬁcant residual volume of high pressure driver gas remaining in front of the piston when it initially
comes to rest, thereby causing a rebound impact of the piston.
Complex 3-D ﬂow paths, such as slots in the piston launcher (Figure 3), cannot be directly modelled in
the code. However, in the case of the launcher, it is known that ﬂow through the slots is choked. Therefore,
the total choked area is calculated for all of the slots, and in L1d this region is modelled by a contraction in the
duct diameter that matches this total choked area. Figure 20 shows the L1d model used for the X3 Mach 10
ﬂow condition described in [45]; the choked launcher slots can be seen at x = −15 m, just upstream of the
shaded piston.
Another point to observe in Figure 20 is that the reservoir is modelled in-line with the compression tube,
in contrast to the actual machine (Figure 1c), where in fact the reservoir is located beneath the compression
tube, and branches into two pressure vessels, one which is a long vessel running underneath the facility, and
the other which is a recently commissioned perpendicular extension located on the upstream side (Figure 21).
This arrangement requires that air must turn through large angles and along multiple paths before expanding
through the slots in the piston launcher, and reveals another necessary modelling simpliﬁcation of the 1-D code.
The X3 L1d geometry shown in Figure 20 was developed before the addition of the reservoir extension,
which further complicated the internal ﬂow paths. The X3 L1d driver model has since undergone signiﬁcant
development by Andrianatos [47], leading to the geometry shown in Figure 66. The development of this
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Figure 20: L1d geometry used to model X3 for Mach 10 scramjet test ﬂow (Fig. 6 from [45]).
Figure 21: X3 reservoir extension (Fig. 2 from [93]).
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model is discussed in detail in Section 7.3.1.
After the above process has been used to develop the initial L1d model, other conﬁguration parameters of
the machine are speciﬁed in the code, including:
• Piston mass: the piston also has a friction model, however, experience indicates that friction has little
effect on the piston trajectory in comparison to the substantial pressure forces.
• Primary diaphragm: rupture pressure is speciﬁed, which is usually based on experimental driver pressure
traces, or an estimate of the pressure. Diaphragm hold time is speciﬁed, and a ﬁnite width of cells
adjacent to the diaphragm is also speciﬁed to calculate an average pressure which is then used to trigger
the diaphragm. Recent reﬁnements to the diaphragm model are discussed in Section 7.3.2.
• Film diaphragms: ﬁlm diaphragms can be modelled as either hold diaphragms (like the primary
diaphragm) or as inertial diaphragms. Both models trigger when a pressure threshold is exceeded and
can have a speciﬁed hold time. The inertial diaphragm model, which is modelled as a moving piston,
has initial mass which then decays according to a user-speciﬁed time constant. This model attempts
to capture effects summarised in Figure 9. It has not been used extensively with scramjet test ﬂow
simulations, but has been investigated for higher enthalpy ﬂows [94].
• Interfaces: interfaces are speciﬁed between gas slugs when a diaphragm is not used.
• Gas slugs: gas composition, initial ﬁll temperature and pressure, cell count, and clustering, are speciﬁed
for each gas slug. Viscous effects can also be speciﬁed for each gas slug; as noted below, viscous effects
are generally not recommended for the driven tube in an expansion tube simulation.
• Chemistry: the code is usually run with an equilibrium test gas model, and ideal gas chemistry for the
other gases. Other gas models can be speciﬁed by the user in accordance with common gas models
used within the compressible ﬂow code collection [95].
• Cell count: considering a facility such as X3, the code will give a good estimate of shock speeds (within
5%) with only 1,000 cells across the entire ﬂow domain. Such a model will solve within an hour or so,
and is a good basis for debugging the simulation and assessing the global behaviour. A grid study in
[45] found that 4,000 cells was sufﬁcient to compute test ﬂow properties within 1% of the converged
value for a Mach 10 test condition (based on extrapolation for n = ∞). It was also noted in [45] that
absolute convergence of ﬂow properties has reduced importance in the L1d simulation (compared to the
later 2-D simulation), since, as noted below, the model is calibrated to the experiment.
The above process leads to an uncalibrated L1d model which then needs to be computed. It will normally
be found that the uncalibrated model over-estimates the performance of the facility, in terms of driver
temperature and pressure, and shock speeds through the driven tube. This is primarily due to the following
factors not accounted for in the model (as noted in detail in [45]):
1. Total pressure losses through the reservoir and launcher, with their internal slotted ﬂows and various
ﬂow redirections;
2. Heat losses during the free-piston compression process;
3. Total pressure losses during driver gas expansion across the rupturing primary diaphragm and through
the driver area change;
4. Viscous effects in the driven tube.
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Simulation calibration attempts to account for these loss mechanisms. The ﬁrst tool available to tune the
system is the use of one or more ‘loss regions’, which are zones in the ﬂow domain where pipe head losses
are speciﬁed according to Equation 30 [96]:
Qmomentum = −
K
L
× 1
2
ρu |u| ×A× dl (30)
Qmomentum, which is incorporated into the momentum equation, is a non-zero parameter for any cell
passing through a loss region, and always acts to reduce the cell momentum [15, 96]. ρ is the cell density,
u is the velocity, A is the local duct area, and dl is the cell width. K/L is the loss per unit length; this is
determined empirically from the experimental data [15], and it should be noted that its ﬁnal value has little
physical signiﬁcance in itself.
Referring to Figure 20, it can be seen that loss factors were speciﬁed across X3’s piston launcher and
driver area change. A blanked-off driver test is very useful for determining the launcher loss factor. Here, the
facility is ﬁred with a thick steel plate at the primary diaphragm station. As the piston compresses the driver
gas, the plate does not rupture, therefore the piston eventually comes to rest and is then accelerated back up
the driver tube ([15] describes this process in more detail). As noted earlier, experience indicates that friction
does little to retard the motion of the piston, so this parameter does not need tuned. And since the primary
diaphragm does not rupture, total pressure losses across the diaphragm and through the driver area change
are not a factor. Therefore, this loss factor, which can be applied across the entire launcher region where the
losses are expected, is simply scaled until the best match is obtained between the L1d driver pressure and
the experiment. The launcher loss factor has previously needed to be re-tuned each time the driver condition
is modiﬁed (for example [15]), however recent work by Andrianatos [47] has resulted in an X3 L1d model
conﬁguration where a single launcher loss factor has been shown to be appropriate across a range of operating
conditions without needing re-tuning (see Section 7.3.2 for more details), and is attributed to an improved
L1d geometric model.
Correctly establishing the launcher loss factor should result in the pre-rupture piston dynamics being well
captured. However, post-rupture model calibration is more challenging. A second loss factor is normally
applied across the driver area change, however, viscous effects should be examined ﬁrst. Viscosity, which
is modelled by friction and heat transfer at the cell-wall boundary, directly and instantaneously changes the
properties of the entire cell. As such, viscosity is not appropriate for regions of the tube where there is a
signiﬁcant difference between the boundary layer ﬂow and the core ﬂow, such as the acceleration tube. This
issue is discussed in detail in [45], and the conclusion of that work was that L1d viscous effects should not be
used in the driven tube of an expansion tube. It remains reasonable to model viscosity through the reservoir
and driver; if this is decided, viscosity should be selected for the reservoir and driver prior to tuning the
launcher loss factor.
With the launcher loss factor and viscosity speciﬁed, the remaining task is tuning the driver performance
to obtain a match between simulation and experimental shock speeds. Since viscosity is not speciﬁed for the
driven tube, it will normally not be possible to match shock speeds in the acceleration tube, where viscous
effects are signiﬁcant. It is beyond the capability of a 1-D code to model these signiﬁcantly 2-D ﬂow processes,
and this should not be attempted. Accurate prediction of acceleration tube ﬂow properties requires 2-D CFD
simulation, as discussed in [45, 46].
Viscous effects have less impact through the shock tube, where total pressure losses through the rupturing
primary diaphragm and driver area change dominate. The remaining goal of L1d model calibration is to tune
the model to match shock speeds and static pressure histories in the shock tube. As noted in Section 3.3, the
diaphragm opening and shock start-up process make it difﬁcult to match simulation to experiment at the start
of the shock tube. For expansion tube simulation, especially simulation for use in a hybrid model (Section 5),
calibration should prioritise matching L1d and experimental ﬂow properties at the 2-D simulation in-ﬂow
plane. No speciﬁc approach is speciﬁed here, but a couple of approaches have previously proven successful:
• X3 Mach 10 test condition [45]: in this example, the main parameter used to reduce shock speed
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Figure 22: 100 kg X3 lightweight piston (Fig. 2 from [43]).
through the driven tube was to scale the driver ﬁll temperature, T4,i. After piston compression in the
simulation, the same driver pressure was achieved (with transient behaviour which closely matched the
experiment), however, the lower driver gas sound speed caused a reduction in the shock speed. The
tuned ﬁll temperature was T4,i = 185 K, which clearly is physically unrealistic (as conﬁrmed by driver
temperature measurements in [86]), but was required to account for the large total pressure loss across
the driver area change. A loss factor had earlier been used to achieve the same shock speed reduction,
but its incorporation into the model physically changed the nature of the ﬂow, causing non-physical
ﬂow choking in the driven tube. Temperature scaling seems to have been effective because it preserved
the timing of longitudinal wave processes without introducing any other spurious effects.
• X3 Mach 12 test condition [37]: recent driver development work in X3 has used a lightweight 100 kg
piston (Figure 22) to allow tuned operation for higher enthalpy test ﬂows. Temperature scaling has been
found to be ineffective as a simulation tuning parameter for the new piston. The reasons for this are not
certain, but it is postulated that two factors are at play: ﬁrstly, that the Mach 10 condition with the heavier
piston has losses dominated by the shock train downstream of the driver area change, which causes
a steady performance drop which is well-capture by the reduced driver temperature; secondly, for the
Mach 12 condition which uses the lightweight piston and runs it at higher velocity, stronger compression
waves are created in the driver; these waves are thought to have a complex interaction with the diaphragm
rupture process [37], which driver temperature scaling with an instantaneous diaphragm rupture model
cannot account for. Toniato [37] has developed a sophisticated optimisation routine which can tune a
large number of simulation tuning parameters, and includes a gradual-opening primary diaphragmmodel.
This approach, which is discussed in the Section 7.3.2 case study, has been shown to be effective, and
is likely to become the preferred approach in future due to its wide applicability and robust formulation.
4.3 Capabilities, limitations, and ongoing work
Figure 23 shows an example x-t wave diagram for the X3 Mach 10 test condition. It can be seen that
complex wave interactions take place in the facility which analytical methods cannot hope to capture (for
example, Figure 2), whereas L1d is very effective for this purpose. Experience with L1d indicates that
once a simulation has been properly calibrated, that the code can provide very reliable predictions of piston
dynamics (an extreme example of this is reported in [15]). Furthermore, for expansion tube simulation, L1d
provides accurate simulation of shock tube ﬂow processes up until the acceleration tube, as shown below in
the Section 7.1 and 7.3 case studies. The code is fundamentally unable to correctly model the highly viscous
processes in the acceleration tube, which is a necessary limitation of using a 1-D code, and is addressed with
the hybrid approach discussed in Section 5. Finally, recent work by Toniato [37] has highlighted limitations
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Figure 23: Example of an x-t wave diagram for X3 Mach 10 test condition (Fig. 14 from [45]).
with the standard hold primary diaphragm model for certain operating conditions, and shown how careful
parameter optimisation through parallel computation can be used to automate the calibration process, and
contend with a greater number of tuning parameters, including the gradual opening diaphragm. This approach
is likely to be pursued with ongoing work.
5 HYBRID 1D/2D CFD ANALYSIS
Jacobs [97] performed the ﬁrst axisymmetric CFD simulation of an expansion tube in the early 1990s, for the
NASA Langley facility. The entire facility was modelled, including the ﬁxed volume driver, shock tube, and
acceleration tube, and considered a helium test condition where the gas could be treated as calorically perfect.
This simulation was performed at a time when researchers were only starting to understand the reasons for
previously observed test ﬂow disturbances for many ﬂow conditions in these machines [2, 3]. Paull and
Stalker [4] had analytically demonstrated that the observed noise originated from radial acoustic waves in
the driver gas, not longitudinal waves, therefore axisymmetric analysis would be required to simulate the
phenomena numerically. The CFD study generally supported the hypothesis by Paull and Stalker, but further
demonstrated the importance of relative tube lengths on the extent that transmitted noise would impact the
ﬁnal test ﬂow. Wilson et al. [98] also performed early calculations of NASA’s HYPULSE machine to study
the effect of boundary layer development on non-uniformity in the test gas, and reproduced the experimentally
observed ‘Mirels effect’ [78, 79] in their numerical simulations.
Most of the subsequent axisymmetric simulation work for these machines has been conducted by The
Centre for Hypersonics at UQ for its own facilities. These simulations have been performed primarily
to assist in full characterization of the test ﬂow, but also for condition development and validation of the
Centre’s codes. Because UQ’s expansion tubes have all used free-piston drivers, full facility axisymmetric
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analysis has historically been impractical given the modelling complexities raised by the moving piston, and
the order-of-magnitude longer simulation times required to capture the piston stroke. Therefore, a hybrid
approach has been adopted which attempts to balance the need for faithful modelling of viscous effects in
the driven tube, with computational requirements. The present section provides an overview of the hybrid
simulation process, and reports on progress and developments with this technique.
5.1 Overview
Hybrid simulation involves modelling only a ﬁnite section of the facility using 2-D axisymmetric analysis. An
inﬂow is speciﬁed to the 2-D ﬂow domain at some distance upstream from the acceleration tube. Wheatley
et al. [10] was an early implementation of this technique, analysing rareﬁed superorbital ﬂows in the X1
facility. Here, experimental shock speeds in the shock tube were used to analytically calculate the properties
of the shock-processed test gas; this was then used as a uniform inﬂow to an axisymmetric simulation of the
acceleration tube using the Centre’s axisymmetric solver at that time, the MB CNS code. It was argued that
treating the shock-processed test gas as radially uniform was appropriate since the boundary layers in the
shock tube are relatively thin compared to the acceleration tube, and furthermore, the test gas immediately
behind the primary shock, which becomes the ﬁnal test ﬂow, has only started to develop a boundary layer
prior to unsteady expansion through the acceleration tube [10].
However, most studies at UQ have used the L1d code to calculate a transient inﬂow to the acceleration
tube, with early examples being [99, 100]. Referring to Figure 24, with this approach L1d is ﬁrst used to
simulate the entire facility. A time history of ﬂow properties at the relevant axial location in the L1d simulation
is recorded during the simulation, and then used as an inﬂow to the 2-D simulation. By using L1d, longitudinal
wave processes from the driver can be accurately captured in the 2-D simulation. The L1d inﬂow remains
radially uniform, although the inﬂow properties can be adjusted to incorporate a boundary layer model if
deemed necessary (for example, [36]). This has become the standard technique for 2-D facility analysis with
the Centre for Hypersonics’ code collection, with examples including X2 simulations [14, 36, 94, 101–103],
X3 simulations [45, 46, 49, 100], and application to other facilities such as HET facility at Caltech [104] and
‘RHYFL-X’ [99] (an expansion tube concept based on the never completed RHFYL facility).
The fundamental component of the hybrid modelling technique is the simulation code, which is now
discussed in detail in Section 5.2. Details of the hybrid modelling procedure are presented in Section 5.3;
its capabilities and limitations are discussed in Section 5.4; and ﬁnally, ongoing development work for
axisymmetric facility simulations is also discussed in Section 5.4.
5.2 The Eilmer3 Navier-Stokes solver
For simulating two-dimensional, axisymmetric ﬂow ﬁelds in the hybrid simulations, we have been using
mainly the code Eilmer3 code [105]. Eilmer3 is an extension to 3D ﬂows of the mbcns2 code [106] which, in
turn, is an extension of the single-block Navier–Stokes integrator CNS4U [107] to structured multiple-block
domains. The description of the gas-dynamics formulation given in the earlier VKI lecture [92] is still
relevant. The computational core of mbcns2 was written in a combination of C and C++, with the option for
user-deﬁned functions such as boundary conditions provided as Lua scripts. A more modern implementation
of Eilmer, in the D programming language, has been under development for a small number of years and uses
the same formulation [108].
The Eilmer code solves the Navier–Stokes equations for compressible, unsteady ﬂow via a cell-centred
time-dependent ﬁnite-volume formulation. The governing equations are expressed in integral form over
arbitrary cells, with the time rate of change of conserved quantities in each cell speciﬁed as a summation of
the mass, momentum and energy ﬂux through the cell interfaces. For two-dimensional ﬂow simulations, the
code is capable of considering both planar and axisymmetric geometries and the thermochemistry module can
handle gases in chemical equilibrium or nonequilibrium. When simulating gases with ﬁnite-rate chemistry
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Figure 24: Schematic diagram of L1d/Eilmer3 CFD hybrid analysis model. Not to scale. (Adapted from Fig.
17 of [52]).
and radiation energy exchange, these physical processes are treated with an operator-split approach.
5.3 Hybrid 1-D/2-D simulation procedure
Referring to Figure 24, it is assumed that a calibrated L1d facility model has already been developed, as
detailed in Section 4.2. This model hopefully achieves the following:
1. Predicts a driver pressure trace which is consistent with the actual facility (if this measurement is
available);
2. Matches shock speeds through the shock tube (L1d shock speeds are expected to exceed experimental
shock speeds through the acceleration tube due to viscous effect in the real machine, therefore a good
match is not necessarily required here);
3. Predicts a static pressure history which closely matches the experimental tube wall pressure, near to the
location of the 2-D simulation inﬂow boundary.
It is unusual to achieve a good match between L1d and experimental tube wall static pressure traces near
the driver, where 2-D wave processes and diaphragm opening effects strongly inﬂuence the local pressure
history. However, these local effects have much less inﬂuence on ﬂow processes towards the downstream
end of shock tube.
The extent of the 2-D simulation needs to be determined. At a minimum, it should encompass the entire
acceleration tube. For this arrangement, a 2-D grid is developed which extends to the downstream end of the
facility, and includes a portion of the test section. Four boundary conditions are applied to the model:
1. Slip wall along the tube centreline;
2. Fixed temperature wall along the tube wall;
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Figure 25: Comparison between experimental and Eilmer3 shock speeds in the acceleration tube for X3
Mach 10 ﬂow conditions (adapted from Fig. 1 of [46]).
3. Fixed pressure outlet at the downstream end of the simulation, usually some distance downstream of
the tube or nozzle exit;
4. A user deﬁned function (udf) speciﬁes the L1d inﬂow.
The L1d ﬂow history is applied as a radially uniform inﬂow to the 2-D model, which means that the
speciﬁed inﬂow velocity is a constant value right up to the tube wall surface. This inﬂow is incompatible with
the no-slip condition at the wall that arises in a viscous simulation, and therefore causes in an oblique shock
forming at the inﬂow plane which results in a centreline disturbance. This shock is non-physical, and can be
avoided (or at least attenuated) by modifying the inﬂow to include an estimate of boundary layer development,
which was the approach adopted in [36]. The inﬂuence of this imposed boundary layer was examined in
more detail in [46], where simulations were computed with and without boundary layer correction for an
X3 Mach 10 scramjet operating condition. It was found that the centreline disturbance at the inﬂow plane
to the 2-D simulation made no observable difference to the characteristics of the test ﬂow near the tube exit.
However, the reduced momentum ﬂux due to the imposed boundary layer did reduce the shock speeds in
the 2-D analysis, causing them to depart further from the experimental value than the unmodiﬁed radially
uniform inﬂow (see Figure 25 for comparison of shock speeds through the acceleration tube for modiﬁed and
unmodiﬁed inﬂows for the Mach 10 ﬂow condition). Given the added uncertainty associated with imposing a
boundary layer over the inﬂow, this approach is probably not recommended for a large scale expansion tube
simulation using an L1d inﬂow which has been carefully calibrated against experiment. If boundary layer
development is a concern, then this can be addressed instead by directly modelling the upstream shock tube in
the 2-D simulation, albeit at signiﬁcant additional computational cost.
The 2-D axisymmetric computation time required for these simulations grows rapidly with facility size,
for two reasons. Firstly, the simulation is computed time-accurately in order to account for transient wave
processes, and these processes take physically longer to complete in a larger facility. Secondly, the grid
spacing needs to match instrumentation length scales to allow comparison with high frequency experimental
diagnostics, therefore more grid cells are required in a physically bigger machine. These factors present
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Figure 26: Three-part hybrid CFD scheme (Fig. 5 from [45]).
signiﬁcant challenges, especially for simulation of a large facility such as X3. One approach, when a structured
grid is used, is to split the 2-D axisymmetric simulation into multiple parts, which is usually reasonable since
the downstream ﬂow is fully supersonic. Fig 26 shows a three-part hybrid simulation technique used for
an X3 Mach 10 simulation, where a separate, more reﬁned grid was used for the nozzle. This allowed an
approximately equivalent grid density to be maintained from the driven tube through to the nozzle exit, with
far fewer cells than would be required with a single structured grid.
The Eilmer code allows a range of chemistry models to be used in the facility simulations. Normally
equilibrium chemistry is used, which is accessed through a look-up table implementation [105], computed
with CEA2 [87]. Presently the code only allows one look-up-table in a simulation, which is normally adequate
when, for example, both shock and acceleration tubes use the same gas ( i.e. air). When different gases are
used between shock and acceleration tubes (for example, the argon case study in Section 7.2, where the test
gas is argon and the accelerator gas is air), then the look-up table is used for the test gas. The acceleration
tube can be modelled as an ideal gas, since this correctly models its density, which is the primary determinant
of how the accelerator gas controls the test gas unsteady expansion. However, ideal gas chemistry will result
in artiﬁcially high accelerator gas post-shock temperatures, which may affect the time-stepping; if this is a
concern, the accelerator gas can instead be modelled with the look-up table gas, as long as the density is
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Figure 27: Mach number and Ar+ molar concentration at the moment of shock arrival at the nozzle exit, for
X2 6 km/s argon test ﬂow. Height has been scaled by 10× to facilitate interpretation of results. (Fig. 14 from
[33]).
matched to the actual accelerator gas. Finally, ﬁnite rate chemistry can also be implemented in the facility
simulation code (for example, a coarse inviscid simulation of an X2 argon test ﬂow is shown in Figure 27),
however this is computationally extremely expensive, and currently impractical to meaningfully implement in
a viscous and turbulent X2 or X3 facility simulations.
Recent hybrid simulations have included a downstream section of the shock tube in the ﬂow domain,
usually located at a transducer axial location where the L1d static pressure history can be validated against
the experiment. In these cases, a ﬁlm diaphragm model is incorporated in the simulation at the shock tube-
acceleration tube interface. In Eilmer3 this is achieved with a user-deﬁned function scripted using the Lua
code. The diaphragm boundary between the shock and acceleration tubes is implemented through ghost cells
along each ﬂuid boundary. This diaphragm model can then either be instantaneously removed (when used
at a ﬁlm diaphragm location), or radially ‘lifted’ towards the tube wall over a ﬁnite time (when used as a
primary diaphragm), such that it becomes an ‘iris’ opening diaphragm in the axisymmetric simulation (for
example, Section 9.3 of [71]). Considering the ﬁlm diaphragm application, a rupture pressure is speciﬁed for
the diaphragm which triggers its opening; if the effects of ﬂow stagnation are of interest, then an appropriate
hold time can also be set, whereby the boundary is preserved for a speciﬁed duration after the diaphragm
is triggered. The effects of non-instantaneous diaphragm hold time have not been examined extensively in
recent simulation work, which has been predominantly focussed on low enthalpy scramjet test conditions, but
these effects may be important for lower density, high enthalpy applications.
It remains a signiﬁcant challenge to adequately capture viscous effects in expansion tube simulations,
particularly for high density scramjet test conditions which can be assumed to be fully turbulent. X2 and X3
simulations in recent years have made use of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model due to its computational
efﬁciency and robustness [33, 36, 37, 46]. While the higher order k − ω model is available in the Eilmer3
code collection, its implementation in facility simulations is currently impractical, for two primary reasons:
ﬁrstly, it is signiﬁcantly more computationally expensive; secondly, it currently is not feasible to use a grid
which fully resolves the boundary layer, so the beneﬁts of the higher order model become doubtful.
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Figure 28: y+ along part of shock tube, and along entire acceleration tube, at two points in simulation time,
for X3 Mach 10 facility simulation (adapted from Fig. 13 of [46]).
Figure 28 shows the computed y+ parameter for the X3 Mach 10 simulation through the acceleration tube,
which required 140,730 CPU hours to compute (see [45, 46] and Section 7.1 for details of this simulation).
y+, which corresponds to the non-dimensionalised cell height at the tube wall, should be less than 1, however,
clearly it is a minimum of 2.5 through the accelerator gas, steadily rising to approximately 20 through the
high density test and driver gases. In this instance, it would remain an order-of-magnitude computationally
cheaper to persevere with the current grid density and Baldwin-Lomax model, and instead extend the 2-D
simulation to the primary diaphragm. It is expected that 2-D simulation of the entire shock tube could be at
least as important as fully resolving the acceleration tube with a higher order turbulence model.
Referring to Figure 28, without having a fully resolved solution to compare against, it is not clear what is
the effect of not being able to fully resolve the turbulent boundary layers. Normally the effect of discretisation
is assessed by uniformly scaling the number of cells several times, and seeing how this impacts the solution.
For these facility simulations, the nominal grid is usually the ﬁnest grid which can be afforded, and the scaled
grids are successively coarser. For transient facility simulations, a Richardson extrapolation usually does not
provide a meaningful result; since all ﬂow properties vary with time, there is no spatially or transiently ﬁxed
ﬂow property which can be used for the extrapolation (one exception is computed shock speed at any given
transducer location, which is spatially ﬁxed, however shock speed is quite insensitive to grid density and
therefore unhelpful in this context). A less mathematically rigorous approach can be taken, which nevertheless
can provide convincing evidence for, or against, the fact that the solution is grid-independent:
• Compare shock speeds between transducer pairs along the tube;
• Compare computed static pressure histories at one or more of the transducer locations (which can also
be compared to experiment);
• Compare radial variation of the ﬂow properties at a given axial location and at equivalent simulation
times. Note, unless two simulation results are identical, there will be some spatial discrepancy between
two simulation results at the same simulation time, or vice versa.
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An example of this type of grid assessment is presented for the X3 Mach 10 case study in Section 7.1.
This type of analysis is sufﬁcient to establish uncertainty due to discretisation error, and the examples shown
demonstrate minimal change in the solution across the three grids (where number of cells is halved and then
quartered).
5.4 Capabilities, limitations, and ongoing work
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, only a few transient experimental measurements can reliably
be made of the expansion tube test ﬂow; shock speed and tube wall static pressure are two such measurements
which are routinely made every experiment. The hybrid CFD approach detailed in this document can often
achieve excellent agreement with these parameters; examples are provided in Sections 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3.
As shown in Section 7.1, these calculations appear to be grid-independent for the simulations currently
undertaken. Comparison of equivalent 1D inviscid and 2-D hybrid viscous simulations show that shock speed
and static pressure are both signiﬁcantly affected by viscous effects in the acceleration tube. In this respect, the
fact that current hybrid simulations predict these properties well suggests that viscous effects are adequately
accounted for.
The other readily available experimental measurement is impact pressure, either with a ﬂat (Pitot) or
conical probe (per Figure 16). Current simulations generally still fail to predict Pitot pressures that match
experimental results. Furthermore, where there is discrepancy, it is almost always the case that CFD predicts a
higher impact pressure. The confounding issue with impact pressure measurements is that there are often
reasons to distrust the experimental measurement, such that the CFD results cannot be dismissed based
on the experimental measurement. Examples are provided in Section 7.3, where independent and reliable
measurements of free-stream Mach number contradict Pitot pressure measurements, and Section 7.2, where
CFD calculations of ﬂow processes within the internal transducer cavity of a Pitot pressure probe indicate a
time constant for the measurement spanning half of the useful test time. For these reasons, efforts are now
under way to make impact pressure measurements through an independent measurement technique.
Bar gauges [9], based on the stress-wave force balance technique developed by Mee [109], provide an
alternative way to measure Pitot pressure. A bar is strain-gauged with piezoelectric ﬁlm and placed within the
test ﬂow. A normal shock forms around the exposed face of the bar, applying an axial load which propagates
down the bar. The axial strain history is measured by the strain-gauge, which can be used to infer the transient
applied pressure force through deconvolution. The applied pressure force can then be correlated to the Pitot
pressure through CFD. Chiu and Mee [9] developed bar gauges for the X1 facility, reporting a rise time of
around 5 μs, an uncertainty of ±7%, and a useful measurement time of around 100 μs for a 230 mm long bar
(after which reﬂected stress waves from the bar support corrupt the measurement). Bar gauges are complex,
relatively fragile, and much more difﬁcult to implement than off-the-shelf piezoelectric pressure transducers.
However, it is of immense value to have a reliable and independent Pitot pressure measurement for cases
where CFD and experimental results signiﬁcantly contradict each other.
In a more general sense, a signiﬁcant, persistent difﬁculty with CFD modelling of expansion tubes is
that there remain no ‘Gold Standard’ test conditions which can be used to comprehensively validate these
simulations, either from reliable and detailed experimental ﬂow survey, or from fully resolved high ﬁdelity
simulation. Current modelling continues to make various assumptions, which may or may not be acceptable,
but remain difﬁcult to assess:
• Grids cannot fully resolve viscous effects;
• Higher order turbulence models are expensive, less computationally robust, and themselves are not
necessarily validated for the internal expansion tube ﬂows ;
• Structured and ﬁxed grids are currently used, which preclude the use of inertial ﬁlm diaphragm models;
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• As noted in [110], numerical dissipation in the current UQ codes prevents the effects of acoustic noise
transmission being assessed in these simulations;
• Piston dynamics, and the interaction of driver ﬂow processes with the rupturing primary diaphragm, are
not directly modelled in the 2-D hybrid simulations.
Recent work has involved incorporating moving grid capability into Eilmer4, which will allow modelling
of the moving piston face [111]. This can then be incorporated into a full nose-to-tail 2-D axisymmetric
simulation of an expansion tube, including an iris diaphragm rupture model and modelling of viscous effects
across the entire ﬂow domain. Implementation of wall functions to avoid more reﬁned grids, in combination
with improved turbulence modelling, is also planned. Finally, calculation times can also potentially be
signiﬁcantly reduced through careful implementation of implicit time stepping.
6 ADVANCED FLOW DIAGNOSTICS
Expansion tube facilities are characterized by short test times and extreme ﬂow conditions. These facilities
present a challenging environment for implementing ﬂow measurement techniques. Optical diagnostic
approaches are one alternative. They are non-intrusive and make use of interactions between light and matter.
Such diagnostics can provide both a qualitative view of ﬂow conditions (shock locations, transient effects) as
well as quantitative measurements that can be compared with numerical simulations of the ﬂow processes.
This section gives an overview of some of the ﬂow diagnostics that are used in the expansion tube facilities at
the University of Queensland. It is not an exhaustive summary of all the techniques that have been developed
and applied, but it does describe important techniques that have been or are still used in the facilities.
6.1 Flow Imaging
One of the simplest optical diagnostic techniques that can be used in expansion tube facilities is imaging of
ﬂow luminosity. The high temperatures generated in the ﬂow of gas over a test model lead to excitation of the
internal energy states of the atoms and molecules. This energy is then released as radiation when the excited
electrons relax to lower energy states. The range of wavelengths of this radiation is species dependent, but we
generally ﬁnd that there is enough radiation generated in the visible part of the spectrum (either by naturally
occurring species or impurities such as iron) for simple imaging.
The key requirement for recording ﬂow luminosity images is the availability of a camera with a short
exposure time. We mainly record images in our laboratory using a Shimadzu HPV-1 high-speed camera
capable of recording images up to a rate of 1 MHz, with correspondingly short exposures. Typically, we
trigger the camera using a sensor along the facility (pressure transducer or optical sensor) and allow it to
record for the duration of the ﬂow.
An example of such ﬂow visualisation is given in Figure 29. The three images, from left to right, show
ﬂow establishment, steady test time, and ﬂow breakdown. Although the images are highly overexposed in the
region in front of the body, the shock location is clearly visible, and the position is easily quantiﬁable using an
appropriate analysis technique. More structure within the ﬂow can be seen using a neutral density ﬁlter in
front of the camera which reduces the intensity levels to within the dynamic range of the camera.
It is also possible to record species-speciﬁc luminosity images by making use of appropriate spectrally-
selective ﬁlters placed in front of the camera. Typically, we would use a ﬁlter with a bandpass of around
10 nm centred on the spectral line of interest. In cases where the strength of some of these spectral lines is
quite weak, we sometimes use an intensiﬁed charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera in place of the high-speed
camera. These cameras are limited to single image recording during the test time but can be gated down to
very short exposure times (sub-microsecond scales).
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A sample set of images, recorded by Fahy in the X2 expansion tube, is given in Figure 30 [103]. These are
single test images of ﬂow over the Hayabusa model, each recorded using an ICCD camera with an appropriate
narrow-band ﬁlter. The left column of images shows radiation emitted over a wavelength range centred on
spectral lines of atomic nitrogen, while the right column shows similar images, but centred on atomic oxygen.
As is seen from the these images, the radiation is brightest in the shock layer near the stagnation streamline,
this being the hottest region and hence where most atomic nitrogen and oxygen is expected to be found.
A ﬂow visualisation technique that is often used in ﬂow facilities is the schlieren method. The layout for
this approach is shown in Figure 31. The light from a continuous source is focussed onto an aperture and then
collimated to pass through the test section. The beam is then focussed back down onto a knife-edge forming
an image of the aperture. The knife-edge is placed so that one-half of the beam is blocked when there is no
ﬂow in the test section. During a test, density gradients in the ﬂow that are perpendicular to the knife-edge
refract the light resulting in the image of the aperture being displaced up or down as shown in the ﬁgure. This
results in a change in intensity in the image (increase or decrease) corresponding to locations where the density
gradients exist. Although this change in intensity is directly proportional to the density gradient, schlieren
methods are generally only used for ﬂow visualisation rather than any sort of quantitative measurements.
A signiﬁcant challenge in recording schlieren images in our facilities is the natural ﬂow luminosity that
was used in the previous technique. This luminosity is very bright and can dominate the light used for the
schlieren recordings. We implement several strategies to overcome this issue. We use a high powered light
emitting diode (LED) source and attempt to capture and pass as much of the output through the aperture. The
output of the LED is narrow-band so that we can place a spectral ﬁlter after the test section that passes almost
all of the intensity from the source but only a limited amount of the natural luminosity. Lastly, we sometimes
add a second aperture just beyond the knife-edge which spatially ﬁlters out some of the luminosity from the
test gas. Further details and examples of the use of schlieren imaging in hypersonic facilities can be found
in McIntyre et al. [112].
Sample schlieren images recorded in the X3 facility are show in Figure 32. These were recorded using a
high-speed camera, and two images from one test are shown in the ﬁgure. The schlieren method clearly shows
the locations of shock waves and expansion fans allowing analysis of the ﬂow processes. Further details about
the experiment and analysis of the images is given in Section 7.3.
The techniques described thus far are generally qualitative in nature. A ﬂow visualisation technique
that is also quantitative in nature is holographic interferometry. This method relies on holographically
recording two images of the test section, one taken before the test ﬂow is present, and one during the test
time. These two images are then simultaneously reconstructed from the hologram and allowed to interfere.
Any differences in the ﬂow density between the no-ﬂow and with-ﬂow images result in constructive and/or
destructive interference which can be observed in the image.
Figure 29: Flow luminosity images recorded using a sphere in the X2 facility. Flow is left to right.
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Figure 30: Filtered ﬂow luminosity images recorded in the X2 facility. Flow is left to right. The test model is
a scaled version of the Hayabusa capsule [103].
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Figure 31: Schematic diagram of a schlieren system.
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Figure 32: Schlieren images of ﬂow in the X3 facility. Flow is left to right.
The experimental layout of a holographic interferometry system is shown in Figure 33. This is a vastly
more complicated arrangement than the earlier techniques and requires some specialist knowledge in order for
the technique to be successful. A high-powered Nd:YAG pulsed laser with a wavelength of 532 nm is used to
record the holograms. Such a narrow-band source with signiﬁcant energy is required to record the holograms
on special high resolution glass plates. The laser must also be pulsed so that the image that is recorded is not
averaged over an extended period—our laser has a 10 ns duration which effectively ‘freezes’ the ﬂow. The
light from the laser is split into two beam—once that is collimated and passed through the test section—and
one which is sent around the facility using a periscope. The two beams are recombined at an angle on the
holographic plate forming the hologram. This process is repeated twice, once immediately before the test
ﬂow, and once during the ﬂow time of the facility, thus forming two holograms on a single holographic plate.
Between the two recordings, an adjustable mirror is tilted slightly, introducing a background ﬁnite fringe
pattern useful when analysing the image. After recording, the plate is developed photographically and it
is then illuminated using an incoherent source (we use a sodium lamp) forming the interferogram. Bishop
provides full details on the technique and the approach to analysing interferograms [113].
A sample image of the ﬂow over a capsule is seen in Figure 34. The shock front is immediately evident
as a bend in the interference fringes in front of the capsule. These fringes can be analysed using a Fourier
transform technique which ﬁelds the phase shift of the light due to the ﬂow. Given the constituents of the
ﬂow and the ﬂow geometry, this phase shift can be related back to the gas density. We have also developed
interferometric techniques that allow electron number density to be quantiﬁed [114], and an approach for
enhancing the sensitivity of the technique [115].
6.2 Spectroscopy
The high temperatures that are generated in the shock layer initiate chemical processes such as dissociation
and ionisation. This means that the concentrations of various species will vary throughout the ﬂow ﬁeld and
may not be well known. Spectroscopic techniques such as emission spectroscopy can be used to identify
the species present, and can also be used to make quantitative measurements of parameters such as the ﬂow
temperature. Furthermore, the radiation emitted from the ﬂow can contribute signiﬁcantly to high heat loads
on the vehicle, particularly at high entry speeds. Emission spectroscopy can be used to quantify the heat load
at the ﬂow conditions generated in our test facilities.
Emission spectroscopy is conducted by using a gated intensiﬁed CCD camera coupled to a grating
spectrometer. The experimental layout for such a system is shown in Figure 35. Light from in front of a test
model is imaged through a side window of the facility onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer. Mirrors are
used for reﬂecting and focussing the beam, eliminating possible chromatic effects present when using lenses.
A beam rotator (periscope) is used to image the radiation from along the stagnation streamline (horizontal in
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Figure 33: Schematic diagram of a holographic interferometry system.
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Figure 34: A raw interferogram (left) and the extracted phase (middle). Flow is from left to right. The graphs
show the phase distribution along the two dashed lines in the middle ﬁgure.
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Figure 35: Schematic diagram of the optical arrangement for spectroscopic measurements. Adapted from
[22].
the test section) onto the vertical slit.
A sample image is shown in Figure 36. This was taken at ﬂow conditions simulating entry into a Martian
atmosphere [22]. The two-dimensional image provides one spatial direction (along the stagnation streamline)
and one spectral dimension. The spectral position is set by the angle of the grating in the spectrometer while
the spectral range is deﬁned by the resolution of the grating (ruled lines per millimetre). The raw image is
calibrated prior to testing using a source of known spectral radiance or irradiance. Light from such a spectral
lamp is recorded using the same optics, where possible, and allows the signal recorded on the camera (digital
values for each pixel) to be converted to an absolute spectral radiance. This can be further converted to a
spectral power density by dividing by the path length along which the light was captured (assuming that the
ﬂow is two-dimensional and optically thin). See Eichmann [22] for further details.
Spectra from the calibrated image can be extracted and analysed as also shown in Figure 36. This
particular spectrum shows radiation at the peak intensity region predominantly from the CN molecule which
is formed after dissociation of the free-stream carbon dioxide and nitrogen molecules. The CN molecule is a
particularly strong radiator in this wavelength region. Some contaminant lines from iron and calcium are also
observed. The spatial distributions of each species along the stagnation streamline are also shown.
Such spectra can be compared with numerical simulations to assess the ﬂow temperature. This process is
illustrated in Figure 37. The numerical SPECAIR code is used to calculate synthetic spectra at the expected
experimental conditions. The vibrational and rotational temperatures which are input into the code are varied
until a best ﬁt with the experimental spectrum is obtained. This is also described further by Eichmann [22].
For entry into Earth’s atmosphere, a signiﬁcant proportion of the radiation is emitted in the vacuum
ultraviolet part of the spectrum. Radiation at these wavelengths is quickly attenuated by atmospheric air, and
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Figure 36: Sample single test spectral image of ﬂow over a cylinder for simulated Mars entry. Upper: raw
image (ﬂow is top to bottom); lower: calibrated spectrum taken at the peak intensity; right: spatial variation
for various species [22].
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Figure 38: Vacuum ultraviolet spectroscopy. The experimental arrangement is shown on the right and a raw
image is given at the bottom. Spectra taken along each path are also shown.
hence experiments must be conducted in which the pathway from the ﬂow to the detector is maintained at a
vacuum. The experimental arrangement for such a system as used on the X2 facility is shown in Figure 38. A
special vacuum chamber was manufactured within which all the optical elements were mounted [63]. The
chamber is coupled to both the test section and the vacuum-ultraviolet spectrometer using ﬂexible bellows. To
reduce absorption due to ﬂow in the test section outside the core, a window is mounted as near as possible to
the test ﬂow without signiﬁcantly disturbing the ﬂow. As for the previous measurements, light from the shock
layer in front of the ﬂow is passed through this side window (in this case a magnesium ﬂuoride window) and
onto the detection system which is also a vacuum-ultraviolet sensitive intensiﬁed CCD camera. An alternative
light pathway was also designed in which light incident on the surface of the model was captured through a
window and passed to the detection system.
Sample measurements using a ﬂat-faced model and an air test gas is shown in Figure 38. The spectra taken
for the “across surface” and “through surface” pathways both show evidence of strong emission from atomic ni-
trogen. Some contaminants (carbon and aluminium) are also evident. The across surface spectra have a longer
optical path and the broadening evident in some of the spectral lines is indicative of optical thickness effects.
Many other studies have been conducted in our facilities investigating radiating ﬂows. Some examples
include entry in the atmosphere of Titan [116], spectral measurements in the infrared [117], and a spectral
investigation of ablating ﬂows making use of a pre-heated test model [118].
7 CASE STUDIES
This section now presents four case studies showing how the aforementioned techniques have been applied to
characterize speciﬁc test ﬂows in the UQ X2 and X3 facilities.
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7.1 X3 Mach 10 Scramjet Test Flow
This case study was originally reported in [45, 46], and relates to a Mach 10 scramjet test ﬂow in X3. This
was the ﬁrst operating condition to be developed in X3 after its upgrade from a compound two-piston driver,
to a 500 mm diameter single piston driver. The ﬂow condition was developed to support Mach 10 testing
of a 2-D scramjet by Sancho [49]. The same 2-D scramjet had previously been tested in UQ’s T4 reﬂected
shock tunnel, and then at 2:5 scale (with pressure-length scaling [66]) in the X2 expansion tube. The X3
experiments sought to directly replicate the T4 experiments, thereby evaluating the scramjet at a cross-over
condition which would allow validation of X3’s ground testing capability for this type of test. Cross-over
testing was not the motivating purpose for developing X3 though; Sancho’s experiments then proceeded to
test the scramjet at increased dynamic pressure, well beyond the capability of T4, at an operating point where
expansion tubes have unique total pressure capability.
The case study considers the cross-over ﬂow condition. This condition still exceeded the performance of
T4, achieving a nominal Mach 10, 98 kPa dynamic pressure scramjet test ﬂow. This case study is relevant for
a number of reasons:
• It was the ﬁrst published hybrid analysis of X3 after the driver upgrade;
• The ﬂow has obvious unsteadiness (in terms of static and impact pressures), which needs to be quantiﬁed
across the long test times required for scramjet experiments;
• It examined strategies to model a very large facility, and evaluated alternative approaches;
• It assessed the effects of ﬁnite-rate chemistry on the ﬂow, showing that there is negligible frozen
vibrational energy in the air test ﬂow, thus validating the use of an equilibrium gas model for the test
gas;
• It was one of few examples where static and impact pressures could be reconciled with the simulation
quite convincingly;
• It evaluated the viscous formulation in L1d and showed that it probably is not appropriate for simulating
the driven tube in an expansion tube.
Detailed formulation of the hybrid model is presented in [45, 46] and not repeated here. Instead, this
section provides a brief summary and commentary explaining the key ﬁndings of the original study. Table 1
summarises the initial state of the facility prior to the experiment.
Table 1: X3 Mach 10 scramjet ﬂow condition (Table 1 from [45]).
Property Value
Reservoir ﬁll pressure 3.8 MPa
Piston mass 200 kg
Driver ﬁll pressure, p4,0 30 kPa
Driver gas composition 60% He / 40% Ar
Driver oriﬁce diameter 149 mm
Primary diaphragm 2.0 mm cold rolled steel
Diaphragm rupture pressure 17.5 MPa (λ = 45.7)
Secondary driver ﬁll pressure, psd,1 70 kPa (He)
Secondary diaphragm 0.1 mm Mylar
Shock tube ﬁll pressure, p1 39 kPa (air)
Tertiary diaphragm 0.1 mm Mylar
Acceleration tube ﬁll pressure, p5 120 Pa (air)
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Figure 39: Driver pressure for X3 Mach 10 test ﬂow (Fig. 9 from [45]).
Figure 26 previously showed the three-part hybrid schematic used for the facility simulation. A structured
grid is used for all of the facility simulations in Eilmer3, which creates challenges when there is an increase in
duct area; if the grid density suits the driven tube, it will be too coarse for the wider diameter nozzle; if the grid
density suits the nozzle, then it will be too dense in the driven tube, massively increasing the computational
cost. The nozzle was therefore modelled in a separate 2-D simulation, using an outﬂow from the driven tube
2-D model as an inﬂow to the nozzle 2-D model.
The X3 Mach 10 L1d model was previously shown in Figure 20, and discussed in Section 4.2. X3 has a
compression tube static pressure transducer (‘ct’ in Figure 18) which provides a measurement of the driver
pressure during the experiment, and is extremely useful for L1d model calibration. The ﬁrst step was to
estimate the diaphragm rupture pressure from the ct trace, shown in Figure 39 (the black curve). Transducer ct
is 200 mm upstream of the primary diaphragm, so there is some time lag between rupture and its appearance
on the trace. Furthermore, given the unsteady behaviour of the signal, there is not an obvious point where
rupture occurs. The unsteadiness is very repeatable, and not noise; rather, it is due to strong compression
waves from the piston.
Referring to Figure 39, the rupture pressure was identiﬁed by time referencing from shock arrival at
the st1 transducer, based on an estimate of the experimental shock speed. The estimated rupture pressure
is 17.5 MPa, which also seems to coincide with the moment when the pressure signal stops rising. The
free-piston driver gas slug was modelled with viscosity, had loss regions speciﬁed at the launcher and driver
area change as previously shown in Figure 20, and had a hold primary diaphragm with this experimentally
measured 17.5 MPa rupture pressure.
As noted in Section 4.2, this particular ﬂow condition was characterized by a signiﬁcant performance loss
across the driver area change, attributed to total pressure losses across the rupturing diaphragm and through
the area change. Therefore, the ﬁnal model needed some mechanism to ‘downgrade’ the driver performance,
which was accomplished via two independent techniques, detailed below. The basis for calibrating the
models, in both cases, was to achieve the best possible match between L1d simulation and the experiment in
terms of time-of-ﬂight shock speed between st6 and st7, and the corresponding static pressures; st6 was the
transducer located at the inﬂow plane of the 2-D axisymmetric model, and st7 was located within the actual
2-D simulation ﬂow domain. The two modelling approaches were as follows:
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Figure 40: Comparison between L1d and experimental driver pressures for X3 Mach 10 test ﬂow (Fig. 10
from [45]).
• Modelling viscous effects through the full driven tube, and then iterating the launcher and driver area
change loss factors until st6 properties were matched.
• Disabling viscous effects in the driven tube, and then scaling the driver temperature downwards to
reduce the driver gas sound speed. The scaling process is deﬁned in [45], and achieved most of the
required driver performance reduction. Final calibration to match st6 properties was achieved by ﬁne
tuning launcher and driver area change loss factors.
Figure 40 compares driver pressures for both L1d simulations. The blue curve is the driver temperature-
scaled simulation with no driven-tube viscous effects; the red curve is the L1d model with full viscous effects
modelled. While the blue curve appears to give a better match, both results are considered to closely match
experiment.
Fig 41 compares shock speeds along the entire driven tube for both models; here the distinction between
the two modelling approaches starts to become more apparent. Since both simulations were calibrated for
shock speed between st6 and st7, it is unsurprising that both simulations almost exactly match the experiment
at this location. However, it can be seen that in the acceleration tube, where viscous effects are most important,
the temperature-scaled simulation (the blue points) over-predicts the shock speeds (due to absence of viscous
effects), whereas the viscous simulation under-predicts the shock speeds (the red data points). However,
despite the difference, since the L1d simulation was intended as an inﬂow to the 2-D axisymmetric model,
discrepancies in the acceleration tube may not matter.
Static pressure at st6 is compared in Figure 42. Here it can be seen that both simulations match the exper-
iment well initially, however, the viscous driven tube simulation (red curve) indicates arrival of a reinforcing
compression wave about 700μs after shock arrival, which appears to be non-physical. Noting that this wave ar-
rives at st7 before st6, it appears to be an upstream-running compression wave or shock. The experimental trace
departs from the temperature-scaled case (the blue curve) after about 1.5 ms, however this is attributed to the
piezoelectric transducer time constant. The pressure rise in the viscous L1d simulation is a concern, since it will
introduce non-physical pressure in the 2-D simulation, within the relevant time scales of the useful test time.
Figure 43 shows the static pressure and temperature at transducers at4 (Figure 43a,d), at6 (Figure 43b,e),
and at8 (Figure 43c,f), all within the acceleration tube. The effect of viscosity becomes evident here. The
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Figure 41: Shock speed comparison for X3 Mach 10 test ﬂow (Fig. 11 from [45]).
temperature-scaled results (the blue curves) all present the normal response expected in the acceleration tube;
there is initially a very high temperature when the shock-processed accelerator gas passes, followed by the
much cooler expanded test gas (Figure 43d–f); furthermore, the static pressure is uniform, and relatively
constant, as the accelerator-test gas interface passes (Figure 43a–c). On the other hand, the viscous L1d results
have a decaying temperature during the passage of the accelerator gas, followed by an expanded test gas
which is much hotter. Observing the static pressure, there is a constant positive pressure gradient immediately
after shock arrival, which does not occur in experiments. It is noted that neither set of results correctly predicts
the arrival of the unsteady expansion, which is attributed to complex viscous processes in the real machine.
The reason for the decaying temperature in the viscous model is because of heat loss to the wall in L1d
as the shock traverses the acceleration tube; the trailing test gas is hotter because it has been expanded to a
lower velocity, and therefore higher static pressure, by the attenuated shock. The viscous stresses also cause
the pressure gradient observed for the viscous L1d model, and it is likely that the resistance provided by these
viscous effects causes the non-physical reﬂected compression wave/shock observed at transducers st6 and
st7 in Figure 42.
The non-physical behaviour observed in the acceleration tube for the L1d viscous model makes it unhelpful
for expansion tube simulations. However, simulation results in the acceleration tube, by themselves, are not
entirely relevant to the hybrid modelling process, since this part of the facility is modelled in 2-D. Where
the L1d viscous simulation results become problematic for the hybrid model is where they affect the 2-D
simulation inﬂow; i.e. the non-physical reﬂected compression wave/shock between st6 and st7. It is this ﬁnal
point which leads to the conclusion that viscosity should not be used in the driven tube of the L1d model.
Therefore, the temperature-scaled L1d simulation results were used to calculate the st6 inﬂow for the 2-D
axisymmetric analysis, which was performed with Eilmer3. Recalling Figure 26, separate 2-D analyses were
performed for the shock/acceleration tube and nozzle/test section.
Three grids were developed for the shock/acceleration tube 2-D simulation. The nominal grid had the most
cells, and was essentially the largest calculation that could be born with the available computing resources. The
other two simulations had the grid spacing scaled by
√
2× and 2× in both radial and axial directions, resulting
in grids with 50% and 25% of the cell count of the nominal grid. The models are summarised in Table 2.
Referring to Table 2, it can be seen that the nominal model had 943,060 cells and comprised 304 blocks,
an average axial cell width of 1.8 mm, a cell height at the wall of 35μm, and took 140,370 CPU hours to
compute 10 ms of simulation time.
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Figure 42: st6 static pressure comparison for X3 Mach 10 test ﬂow (adapted from Fig. 12 in [45]).
Figure 43: Comparison of computed and experimental static pressures (a–c), and computed temperatures
(d–f), at acceleration tube transducer locations at4, at6, and at8 (Fig. 13 from [45]).
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Table 2: Shock/acceleration tube grid details. ntot is the total number of cells; ntube is the number of cells in
the tube (not including the nozzle and test section, which were included in the model but recalculated with a
ﬁner grid, as discussed below); ny is the number of cells across the tube radius; hw is the cell height at the
wall; w¯ is the average cell axial width; ts is the simulation time; tc is the computation time.
Eilmer3 CFD model ntot ntube blocks ny hw (μm) w¯ (mm) ts (ms) tc (CPU hours)
Tube Nominal 943,060 885,600 304 80 35 1.8 10 140,730
Tube 50% 471,114 442,890 304 57 51 2.5 10 35,236
Tube 25% 232,190 216,720 304 40 74 3.6 10 9,255
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Figure 44: Comparison between experiment and 2-D CFD for static pressure at at8 for X3 Mach 10 condition
(adapted from Fig. 3 in [46]). Results time-referenced to shock arrival in the CFD model.
Figure 44 compares the computed and experimental static pressures at acceleration tube transducer
location at8. It can be seen that there is excellent agreement between the magnitude and transient development
of the pressure. The test gas arrival has been determined from the CFD model in a separate analysis. There
is a slight discrepancy between the length of the accelerator gas slug, but otherwise the two datasets are in
excellent agreement.
Figure 45 compares experimental and numerical shock speeds, and also includes the two coarser CFD
models. It can be seen that there is about 200 m/s discrepancy at the start of the acceleration tube, which
reduces to around 100 m/s at at8, and is also considered to be in excellent agreement. Interestingly, the shock
speeds are almost identical between the three grids.
Comparison of at8 static pressures between the three grids is shown in Figure 46, which also indicates
negligible difference between simulation results for the different grid densities. Finally, radial variation in
the ﬂow properties (Mach, velocity, static pressure, and temperature) at two different simulation times in
Figure 47 show similar consistency between different grid spacings.
Figure 48 shows the y+ for each grid, at two different shock locations along the tube. It can be seen
that y+ is a minimum of 2.5 through the accelerator gas for the nominal grid, and increases steadily in the
upstream direction. It is apparent that none of the grids are fully resolved for viscous effects. Three other
important points need to be noted:
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Figure 45: Comparison between experimental and CFD shock speeds through the acceleration tube, for X3
Mach 10 ﬂow condition (Fig. 10 from [46]).
Table 3: Nozzle grid details for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition. ntot is the total number of cells; nnoz is the
number of cells in the nozzle (not including the test section); ny is the number of cells across the nozzle
radius; hw,av is the average cell height at the wall; ts is the simulation time; tc is the computation time.
CFD model ntot nnoz ny blocks hw,av (μm) ts (ms) tc (CPU hours)
Nozzle Nominal 152,160 71,680 160 266 9.6 3.5 126,012
Nozzle 50% 80,420 39,776 113 266 13.7 3.5 37,506
Nozzle 25% 38,000 18,800 80 266 17.5 3.5 15,289
1. The computational cost of the nominal grid is already so high (140,740 hours) that it is currently too
computationally expensive to attempt to fully resolve the simulation boundary layers;
2. Despite not being fully resolved, the nominal grid matches the experimental static pressures and shock
speeds remarkably well;
3. The coarser grids predict almost identical results to the ﬁnest grid, indicating that the 9,255 hour 25%
grid would have been adequate for this analysis. A 9,255 CPU hour job can be easily accomplished in a
day or so with current high performance computing resources.
This case study concludes by examining the nozzle CFD analysis, which yields the ﬁnal test ﬂow properties.
Once more, three grids were developed (Table 3). The ﬁnest grid—referred to as the nominal grid—comprised
152,160 cells and 266 blocks, taking 126,012 CPU hours to compute 3.5 ms of simulation time. Figure 49
shows the computed centreline ﬂow properties at the nozzle exit plane for the three grids. It is once more clear
that the transient response is very similar for the three grids, indicating that the 25% grid would be adequate,
taking only 15,289 hours to compute. Reference points in Figure 49 are shown on 2-D Mach contours of the
ﬂow development in Figure 50.
The ﬁnal validation of the nozzle CFD (which is also the validation of the entire three-part hybrid CFD
model) was against impact pressure measurements at the nozzle exit plane. Two types of probes were used,
which were shown in Figure 16 previously. The ﬁrst was a ‘Pinckney’ probe [81], which aims to produce
a quasi-static pressure measurement which is only loosely coupled to the ﬂow dynamic pressure; the probe
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Figure 46: Comparison between computed at8 pressure history for three different grids, for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow
condition (Fig. 9 from [46]).
Figure 47: Radial variation in ﬂow properties at at8 axial location, at simulation times t = 6.718 ms and
t = 7.294 ms, for three different grids, for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (adapted from Fig. 11 in [46]).
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Figure 48: y+ in shock and acceleration tubes, for three different grids, for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (Fig.
13 from [46]).
Figure 49: Centreline ﬂow properties at nozzle exit plane, for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (adapted from Fig.
15 in [46]).
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Figure 50: Flow development through nozzle for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (adapted from Fig. 14 in [46]).
Time is referenced to shock arrival at nozzle exit plane.
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Figure 51: Probe CFD models for X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition; (a) Pinckney probe [81]; (b) conical impact
pressure probe (adapted from Fig. 16 in [46]).
Figure 52: Pinckney probe pressure comparison, x = 80 , y = 0 mm, X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (adapted
from Fig. 17 in [46]).
is designed such that it ﬁrst shock-processes the freestream with a 20◦ conical forebody, and then expands this
ﬂow over a 2◦ ramp (relative to the freestream); static pressure is then measured through a 2 mm hole immedi-
ately downstream of this ramp along the probe horizontal conical surface. Earlier CFD analysis had indicated
that viscous effects were important for this probe, and that the static pressure did not relax to the freestream
value this close to the probe tip (the earlier CFD indicated that the probe cylindrical section would have to be
approximately 6× longer for the surface static pressure to return to the freestream value for this ﬂow condition).
For comparison to experiment, CFD was performed over the probe geometry, and the pressure history at the
sensor feed-hole location was recorded (as shown in Figure 51a). A similar CFD simulation was performed
for the 15◦ conical impact pressure probe. A separate probe simulation was performed for each radial location
on the instrumentation rake, using the relevant local CFD ﬂow history from the nozzle simulation.
Figure 52 shows an example of a Pinckney probe nozzle centreline measurement, 80 mm downstream
from the nozzle exit plane. The red curve is the experimental pressure, measured with a Kulite piezoresistive
pressure transducer. The black curve is the static pressure from the nozzle CFD simulation at the same
geometric location. The blue curve is the static pressure from the CFD simulation of the Pinckney probe,
measured at the feed-hole location, and using the local freestream properties for the probe CFD inﬂow. Aside
from the nozzle startup process, there is exceptional agreement between the two probe pressures.
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Only a few Pinckney probe measurements were made, however a more complete ﬂow survey was made
with the 15◦ cone probes. Figure 53 shows the cone radial pressure development 292mm downstream from the
nozzle exit plane. Figure 53a shows the centreline pressure history; the black curve is the experimental result;
the red curve is the equivalent CFD result, computed by applying the appropriate nozzle exit CFD freestream
history as an inﬂow to a cone probe CFD simulation ( i.e. Figure 51b). There is clearly close agreement at
the nozzle centreline, however, the CFD simulations predict a higher pressure away from the centreline.
There are ﬁve time intervals identiﬁed in Figure 53a. Across each of these internals—for both experimental
and computed cone pressures—the cone probe pressure was averaged at each available radial location. The
radial distribution in this pressure is shown in Figures 53(b–f) for the ﬁve respective time intervals. At each
data point the standard deviation from mean for each averaged pressure is also shown as an uncertainty bar.
The results indicate good agreement at the nozzle centreline, which is deﬁned as y = 0 mm in Figures 53(b–f).
However, a discrepancy of up to around 30% develops away from the nozzle centreline; in this case, whereas
the experimental cone pressure indicates a relatively uniform core ﬂow up to y = 120 mm (corresponding to a
total core ﬂow diameter of 240 mm), the CFD predicts a band of increased pressure away from the centreline.
In [46] it was postulated that the computed CFD inﬂow to the nozzle (from the shock/acceleration tube 2-D
CFD model) had underestimated the later-stage test gas boundary layer development in the two upstream tubes.
This would mean that there was more mass ﬂow into the nozzle in the CFD simulation than in the experiment,
resulting in relatively less expansion of the test ﬂow in the CFD. This would potentially account for the higher
CFD pressures, with a discrepancy that would increase with time. It is also noted that discrepancies would be
expected to increase away from the nozzle centreline, where the expansion occurs later, which was observed
with these results.
The ﬁnal test ﬂow for the X3 Mach 10 simulation is summarised in Table 4, which provides the nominal
(average) properties, and also indicates their variation (±) over the test time. The unsteadiness inherent in this
ﬂow underlines the need for accurate computation of the transient behaviour, and suggests that conventional
state-to-state analysis is not appropriate. Techniques have been developed to accommodate this type of
relatively unsteady test ﬂow for scramjet testing—for example, ‘slug-tracking’ [35, 49]—however in the
longer term, it will be desirable if more steady conditions can be achieved. This case study suggests that
characterizing the current conditions accurately, as well as developing improved conditions, both strongly
depend on continuing to improve the transient modelling of these complex ﬂows.
Table 4: Summary of X3 Mach 10 operating condition (Table 6 from [46]).
Property Value
static pressure 1.374± 0.380 kPa
velocity 3453± 163 m/s
temperature 290.1± 30.2 K
Mach 10.13± 0.97
nominal pressure altitude 29, 452 m
nominal dynamic pressure 98.35 kPa
nominal total pressure 189.3 MPa
test time 1 millisecond
core ﬂow diameter 240 mm (x = 80 mm)
to 160 mm (x = 550 mm)
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Figure 53: Cone radial pressure development at x = 292 mm, X3 Mach 10 ﬂow condition (adapted from Fig.
19 in [46]).
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7.2 X2 6 km/s Argon Test Flow
This case study relates to an X2 test ﬂow developed for recent magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) aerobraking
experiments, and was ﬁrst reported in [33] (although the simulation work presented here constitutes an
update compared to the original conference publication). The facility conﬁguration for this ﬂow condition is
summarised in Table 5, and was designed to produce a 6 km/s argon test ﬂow which had a non-ionized free
stream but a strongly ionised shock layer. The condition was computed from performance mapping earlier
shown in Figure 19. The relevance of this example is that it extends the 2-D axisymmetric calculation to the
primary diaphragm station, thereby modelling the entire driven tube in 2-D. It is shown that the two-part
hybrid simulation produces an excellent match with experiment in terms of both shock speed and static
pressure. However, it is noted that CFD Pitot pressures are approximately double the experimental magnitude.
Detailed CFD of the experimental Pitot pressure probe indicates that probe cavity effects may account for part
of the observed discrepancy, but further work needs to be done to conclusively reconcile the difference.
Table 5: X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition.
Property Value
Reservoir ﬁll pressure 4.85 MPa
Piston mass 10.5 kg
Driver ﬁll pressure, p4,0 110.3 kPa
Driver gas composition 80% He / 20% Ar
Primary diaphragm 1.2 mm cold rolled steel
Diaphragm rupture pressure 15.5 MPa (λ = 19.4)
Shock tube ﬁll pressure, p1 1.5 kPa (argon)
Secondary diaphragm aluminium foil
Acceleration tube ﬁll pressure, p5 5 Pa (air)
Figure 54 shows a schematic of the Eilmer3 CFD simulation, in its conﬁguration at the start of the
simulation. The entire driven tube, nozzle, and part of the test section are included in the model. The upstream
boundary of the simulation starts 50 mm downstream of the nominal primary diaphragm plane. A radially
uniform transient inﬂow is applied at this boundary, calculated from an L1d simulation of the same facility
conﬁguration. By modelling the entire driven tube, this model can capture viscous effects beginning at the
primary diaphragm. No diaphragm model was used at the primary diaphragm station; a simple hold diaphragm
model with an 18 kPa rupture pressure was used to model the aluminium foil secondary diaphragm, which
corresponds to the experimentally measured average rupture pressure. Note, aluminium foil is often used
as a secondary diaphragm for high enthalpy conditions because it produces less contaminant spectra in the
wavelengths of interest for many of these experiments (as compared to Mylar).
Table 6 summarises the grid for this simulation. The simulation was run for 2.6 ms, which took 40,119 CPU
hours on a parallel supercomputing cluster. It can be seen that cell height at the wall was 68μm and average
axial width was 1.8 mm. Equilibrium chemistry was used to model the argon test gas; ideal gas models
were used for the helium/argon driver gas and air accelerator gas. The computed gas properties for the
shock-processed accelerator gas are therefore not expected to be well modelled in the simulation. However,
since the accelerator gas density is correctly matched, the unsteady expansion of the test gas is still expected
to be properly accounted for.
Figure 55 compares time-of-ﬂight shock speeds between transducer pairs in the shock and acceleration
tubes. Black diamonds are the average of 36 experiments at this condition, where uncertainty bars correspond
to the standard deviation from mean; red circles are Eilmer3 shock speeds; the dashed lines show equilibrium
estimates of shock speed associated with the state-to-state calculations shown in Figure 19. The results
indicate excellent agreement between CFD and experiment across the entire tube; the CFD lies within the
experimental standard deviation at most points. It is also evident that the state-to-state shock speed estimates
(the dashed lines), which were based on driver effective temperature and pressure for this driver condition
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Figure 54: X2 argon facility simulation schematic. Height has been scaled by 10× for clarity.
Table 6: X2 argon simulation grid details. ntot is the total number of cells; ntube is the number of cells in the
tube (not including the nozzle and test section); ny is the number of cells across the tube radius; hw is the cell
height at the wall; w¯ is the average cell axial width; ts is the simulation time; tc is the computation time.
ntot ntube blocks ny hw (μm) w¯ (mm) ts (ms) tc (CPU hours)
530,600 439,600 192 80 68 1.8 2.6 40,119
(“X2-LWP-1.2 mm-0” from [15]), also have excellent agreement with experiment.
The L1d model used to calculate the inﬂow had limited tuning applied to it. The driver model was taken
directly from the L1d model used in [15]; the downstream tube was modelled as inviscid and had no empirical
loss factors applied to it. The ﬂow history was recorded just 50 mm downstream of the primary diaphragm in
the L1d model, therefore driven tube conﬁguration would have little effect as long as sonic ﬂow develops after
the area change.
Figure 56 compares experimental and computed static pressure histories at transducer locations at4 and
at6 (see Figure 17 for facility geometry). It is difﬁcult to make tube wall static pressure measurements at
these low pressures (approximately 2 kPa); the piezoelectric pressure sensors have a nominal range up to
50 psi (345 kPa), therefore the immediate post-shock pressure is approximately 0.6% of the sensor range.
At these low signal levels, quite often the post-shock pressure can vary quite a lot (up to 30%) between
experiments, even though the ﬁll pressure and shock speeds are very consistent. Furthermore, there is
x-location (m)
u s
(m
/s)
Figure 55: Shock speeds along driven tube, X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition.
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Table 7: Summary of computed X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition.
Property Mean value during test time Standard deviation
Velocity 6, 306 m/s 39 m/s (0.6%)
Temperature 1112 K σ = 148 K (13%)
Static pressure 427 Pa σ = 66 Pa (15%)
Density 1.84× 10−3 kg/m3 1.1× 10−4 kg/m3 (6%)
Mach 10.2 σ = 0.6 (6%)
Test time 40 μs n/a
frequently a super-imposed disturbance in the pressure trace due to mechanical vibration from the free-piston
driver. In Figure 56, the red curves are the reference experimental static pressures, which were calculated as
follows for each considered transducer location (at4 and at6):
1. Signals with evident mechanical vibration were excluded from the analysis; mechanical vibration
manifests as large amplitude signal noise commencing before shock arrival. X2 has a ﬂexible joint at
the secondary diaphragm to mitigate this effect [119], which was effective for higher density scramjet
test conditions, but at very low pressures noise is still intermittently observed;
2. Experimental time-of-ﬂight average shock speeds were calculated along the tube for each experiment;
3. Shock speed was then interpolated to the speciﬁc transducer location (at4 or at6);
4. For each experiment, using the interpolated shock speeds and the measured tube ﬁll pressure, the
expected post-shock static pressure was calculated using NASA CEA2 [87];
5. Each experimental static pressure trace was then zeroed and scaled so that the immediate post-shock
pressure equalled the CEA2 computed pressure;
6. All experimental pressure traces were time-referenced to shock arrival and then averaged across all
suitable shots.
The individually-scaled static pressures are the grey curves in Figure 56; the experimental average static
pressures are the red curves. There are less shots used for the at6 experimental average trace (10 shots compared
to 27 shots for at4) because more shots were excluded due to mechanical vibration. It can be seen that the exper-
imental average static pressures (red curves) match CFD (black curves) well, including the transient behaviour
and unsteady expansion. Some larger disturbances are observed in the CFD but not the experiment; these
are attributed to the CFD code being fully coherent, and lacking the natural dissipation of the true machine.
The centreline ﬂow properties at the nozzle exit—the ﬁnal state of the gas—are presented in Figure 57.
The useful test time has been identiﬁed as the interval between 40 − 80μs after shock arrival. Noting that
there remains unsteadiness in the various ﬂow properties during this test time, the average value is also shown.
Table 7 summarises the nominal ﬂow condition based on averaging over the test time, as well as the standard
deviation from mean for each property.
Centreline Pitot pressure is the ﬁnal experimental metric compared to the experiment. Figure 58 compares
the CFD Pitot pressure (the black trace) with three different experiments (blue, magenta, and green traces).
There is a clear discrepancy, with the experimental Pitot pressure being approximately half the magnitude of
the CFD. This discrepancy is in contrast to the closely matched shock speeds and tube wall static pressures,
and is not resolved in this current example. However, this discrepancy is similar to that observed for the X3
Mach 12 case study present in Section 7.3, where independent Mach number calculations based on schlieren
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Figure 56: Static pressures at transducer locations (a) at4 and (b) at6, X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition. Results
are time referenced to shock arrival at at4 in the CFD simulation.
of ﬂow over a wedge strongly suggested the Pitot pressure measurements were unreliable. In this current case
study example, a different investigation was performed to assess the likelihood of there being a problem with
the experimental Pitot pressure.
Figure 59 shows details of the Pitot probe cap used in these experiments. The Pitot cap, originally presented
in [71], is stainless steel, with four vortically aligned holes feeding a cavity in front of a piezoelectic pressure
transducer. The vortical holes are designed such that the ﬂow does not have line-of-sight to the expensive
sensor contained within. The holes feed a cavity in front of the sensor, which is very thin (nominally 0.12 mm).
During normal operation, a thin layer of o-ring grease is applied to the sensor face, to which a small circle of
cellophane is attached. The purpose of the cellophane and grease is to reduce heating to the sensor diaphragm.
Referring to Figure 60, an axisymmetric CFD model of the Pitot probe was developed. Some simpliﬁca-
tions were required since the true geometry is not axisymmetric; the four holes were modelled with a single
circular channel, centred on the pitch-circle-diameter of the holes at the external face. The frontal area of
the channel was made equal to the frontal area of the four holes at the external face. These are necessary
simpliﬁcations to avoid a much more complex 3-D simulation, but consequently the results are therefore only
expected to provide indicative trends.
The Pitot probe model consisted of 50,204 cells across 238 blocks. The 0.12 mm cavity had 14 cells across
its width, with a cell height of 4.3μm at the cavity wall. The calculation was run for 100μs of simulation time,
which took 25,349 CPU hours on a parallel supercomputing cluster. The long compute time was due to the
small time-steps required for small length scales with the laminar viscous simulation. The ﬂow development
through the probe ﬂow domain is shown in Figure 61 at 10μs intervals between 10− 60μs. It is noted that
the transducer sensing surface (identiﬁed in Figure 60) is the downstream face of the 0.12 mm wide internal
cavity. It can be seen that there is a signiﬁcant delay in the pressure rise on the outer part of this surface,
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Figure 57: Nozzle exit centreline ﬂow history, X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition. Results are time-referenced to
shock arrival at t = 0.
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Figure 58: Nozzle exit Pitot pressure history, X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition.
Figure 59: Pitot pressure probe swirl cap schematic.
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Figure 60: Pitot cap CFD model details.
which coincides with most of the cross-sectional area on the actual transducer. This is attributed to viscous
effects including heat loss to the 300 K internal wall boundaries.
The ﬂow histories at radial increments of 0.5 mm from the centreline were recorded in the simulation and
are the black curves shown in Figure 62. These individual pressure histories were then used to calculate an
area-weighted average pressure acting across the transducer surface (the red curve). Finally, the pressure on
the external face of the probe, at the stagnation point, is the blue trace.
Referring to Figure 62, it can be seen that the internal history locations below the hole channel have a
response and magnitude which follow the stagnation pressure fairly closely, although they are about 20% lower
magnitude. However, the upper history locations above the hole channel have a much slower response which
does not match the stagnation pressure until 60μs have elapsed. The red curve, which is the area-weighted inter-
nal transducer surface pressure, reﬂects this delay, because most of the surface area is outside the hole channel.
This relatively simplistic CFD analysis indicates that the response time of the probe is commensurate to the
measurement time, suggesting that the experimentally measured Pitot may not be a reliable measurement over
this magnitude of test time. There are several reasons to suspect that the true response is even poorer than this:
• In the experiment the cavity is effectively smaller, since it also contains a thin layer of o-ring grease and
a small circle of cellophane;
• Considering the true geometry, the vortically aligned holes were incorporated to introduce a swirl
component in order to dampen out Helmholtz resonance in accordance with [120]. However, it is
possible this swirl also affects the static pressure at the probe surface.
• The four holes in the true geometry have a larger surface area through their depth than the idealised
hole channel, and only ﬁll the internal cavity at four discrete locations.
The above analysis is useful insofar as it points to cavity effects as a possible reason for the observed
discrepancy between CFD and experimental Pitot pressure traces. A 3-D CFD analysis is required to draw
more deﬁnitive conclusions about the probe response, however this will be a signiﬁcant calculation. As noted
in Section 5.4, applying an independent measurement technique such as a bar gauge will similarly avoid
these cavity effects, and is probably a more practical way to help reconcile the current uncertainty with Pitot
pressure measurements.
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Figure 61: Pitot pressure ﬂow development. Time is referenced to shock arrival.
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Figure 62: Centreline Pitot pressure analysis, X2 argon MHD ﬂow condition. All traces time-referenced to
shock arrival at individual measurement axial locations.
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7.3 X3 Mach 12 Scramjet Test Flow
This case study relates to a new test ﬂow developed for freejet testing of a Mach 12 REST scramjet engine
[50]. The study is part of Toniato’s recent doctoral dissertation [37]. The relevance of this example is that it
provides an example where the CFD simulation could not be reconciled with the experimental Pitot pressure
measurements, and how additional experimental diagnostics were used to resolve the discrepancies.
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Figure 63: Geometrical layout and wall pressure probe locations in the X3 expansion tube. The different
facility conﬁgurations, discussed later in this chapter, are also presented. X-axis origin corresponds to the
primary diaphragm location.
The Mach 12 ﬂow condition aimed to reproduce the freestream design condition of the Mach 12 REST
engine at 50 kPa dynamic pressure, at an altitude of 36 km, for an enthalpy of 7 MJ/kg and equivalent total
pressure of 250 MPa. The ﬂow condition, similar to the Mach 10 scramjet condition described in Section
7.1, lies on the lower part of the performance envelope of expansion tubes, which are normally used for
superorbital re-entry studies. On the other hand, this ﬂow condition is substantially differentiated from the
Mach 10 test ﬂow by the use of a different, lightweight piston (100 kg vs. 200 kg) and also adopted a simpler
shock tube/ acceleration tube conﬁguration (not using a secondary driver like the Mach 10 test ﬂow). Finally,
a Mach 12 nozzle was also designed, manufactured and used for these tests [48].
The use of the lightweight piston was dictated by operational matters, as concurrent development of the
lightweight piston operating conditions took place with this study. Facility conﬁguration, and the choice
of not using a secondary driver, was determined through a series of experiments detailed in [50], where it
was shown that, contrary to expectations, the secondary driver did not improve test ﬂow quality, and did not
increase performance. In this new conﬁguration, the shock tube was twice as long as the one used for the
Mach 10 ﬂow condition experiments, and the compression ratios of the lightweight piston where signiﬁcantly
increased. Finally, a Mach 12 nozzle was required to produce the right freestream ﬂow properties at the nozzle
exit, along with a sufﬁcient size of core ﬂow. As such, this ﬂow condition is fundamentally different from the
Mach 10 scramjet condition, so that not all the techniques adopted from the test ﬂow reconstruction of the
Mach 10 condition could be applied, and different modelling choices were adopted.
The nominal operating conditions are shown in Table 8. These were selected by using analytical tools,
as described in Section 3.2, and did not take into account any of the complexities that arises in expansion
tube ﬂows.
In the ﬁrst part of this case study, the work carried out to obtain and characterize tuned operations of
the lightweight piston is presented and discussed, and the second part covers experimental modelling and
characterization of the experimental ﬂow condition.
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Table 8: Nominal Mach 12 operating conditions.
Condition
Reser-
Diaphragm Oriﬁceplate Primary driver
Sec. Shock Acc.
voir driver tube tube
[MPa] He [kPa] Air [kPa] Air [Pa]
X3S506 6.7 2mm — 49 kPa 100% Ar — 22.7 58
7.3.1 Piston condition
The operating condition for X3’s driver was developed as part of the commissioning campaign for the new
100 kg lightweight piston [43]. In this scenario L1d was not only used to analyse the operation of X3,
but to predict the piston dynamics to ensure that the developed conditions resulted in safe, non-destructive
operation of the expansion tube. For the Mach 12 scramjet condition, numerical analysis performed with L1d
predicts that the piston reaches a peak velocity of 197 m/s, and that the diaphragm ruptures while the piston is
decelerating but still travelling at 144 m/s, approximately 265 mm from the nylon buffers at the end of the
compression tube. At the point of diaphragm rupture, the piston still has signiﬁcant kinetic energy and if
the reservoir, piston or compression tube are modelled incorrectly, the resulting impact into the end of the
compression tube by the piston has the potential to cause signiﬁcant damage. With very little room for error,
even operating conditions where the piston is driven much slower can result in extensive damage to parts of
the compression tube or piston if modelled incorrectly.
The L1D model used for development of the driver condition is shown in Figure 66, although the
modiﬁable tuning parameters x1–x8 were not employed in the analysis, and the model was truncated at the
primary diaphragm, x = 0. The process behind the development of the model was to ﬁrst reproduce the
geometry of the reservoir and compression tube into a one-dimensional form. As evident in Figure 21, the
reservoir is anything but one-dimensional, and consists of corners, branches and numerous ﬂow impedances
throughout the conglomerate of parts it is made up of. Thus, the volume of each component was placed at a
distance from the initial piston location that was representative of the actual facility (e.g. the large diameter
in Figure 66 at x = −18m is the reservoir extension). Once the locations of the volumes were established,
three parameters were adjusted to ﬁne tune the L1D model. Firstly, to account for the non uniformity
and obstructions to the ﬂow, a loss factor was placed at the piston launcher between x = −14.872m and
x = −14.9m, which removes momentum from the gas slug as it passes over that area. Secondly, the piston
object has friction coefﬁcients and areas which are used to control the velocity change based on the gas
pressures in front of and behind the piston. Thirdly, a launcher substitute was added to the piston object which
reduced the effective area over which the reservoir gas acted on during the initial stages of the piston stroke.
While the peak pressure can be matched by just manipulating the loss factor, a more complete and reliable
reproduction requires the manipulation of all the aforementioned parameters.
The ﬁrst step in the modelling process was performing blanked-off driver shots so that at the end of its
stroke the piston “rebounds” back up the compression tube. These experiments are useful for ﬁne tuning the
parameters in the L1D model. Additionally, thin welding rods were installed at the end of the compression
tube aligned with the axial direction, in such a way that the piston would impact them towards the end of its
stroke. As the mass of the weld rods is comparatively small compared to the piston’s, the piston will push
the weld rods back without any noticeable change in its own trajectory, which allows a measurement of the
piston’s peak stroke length to be taken from the blanked-off shots. Pressure traces taken from the compression
tube are shown in Figure 64. It should be noted that the pressure traces in Figure 64 are able to reproduce
the timing of the waves across the three conditions without modifying the L1D model. Table 9 shows the
results from the weld rod measurements and the general trend is that L1D under-predicts the distance the
piston travels, before it reverses direction, by around 17 to 41mm across the three pressures.
Once the L1D model was deemed satisfactory it was used as a prediction tool for the design of a range of
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Figure 64: Pressure in the compression tube for blanked-off driver shots for various reservoir ﬁll pressures.
The solid lines are the results from L1D and the dotted lines are the experimental measurements. The
compression tube was ﬁlled to 53kPa argon and the reservoir was ﬁlled to the indicated pressure of air. Figure
adapted from upcoming dissertation by Andrianatos.
Table 9: Comparison of maximum piston stroke during blanked-off driver tests. Lengths are referenced to the
primary diaphragm; the larger the number the shorter the stroke length.
Reservoir Pressure[MPa] L1D Distance[mm] Measured Distance[mm]
5 628 645
6 538 587
7 505 546
operational driver conditions with varying driver gas helium/argon compositions and two different diaphragm
rupture pressures. The different gas compositions were controlled by the use of an oriﬁce plate for nominal
diaphragm rupture pressures of 17.5MPa and 28.3MPa, in accordance with [76]. The stagnation pressure
traces in the compression tube for various gas mixtures and a diaphragm that ruptures at 17.5MPa are shown
in Figure 65. The conditions shown were modelled with the L1D model developed in the previous paragraphs
and no changes to any modelling parameters were required for the different gas concentrations.
The 0% helium driver conditions in Figure 65 were used for the Mach 12 scramjet operating condition
which is discussed in the next section.
7.3.2 Flow condition modelling
Experimental pressure measurements The lightweight piston operating condition discussed in the previ-
ous section was then adopted for use in the Mach 12 scramjet operating condition, as shown in Table 8.
From an experimental perspective, compared to the Mach 10 experiments, the adoption of the Mach 12
nozzle and newly built hardware allowed for an increased number of measurements at the nozzle wall, with
six additional pressure sensors, and the possibility of using an instrumented rake at the nozzle inlet, to separate
effects of the nozzle expansion process from the other processes that develop in the acceleration tube and
shock tube. An updated schematic of the facility experimental set-up in shown in Figure 63.
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Figure 65: L1D model and experimental measurements with diaphragm that ruptures at 17.5MPa for a range
of driver gas helium/argon compositions. Figure adapted from upcoming dissertation by Andrianatos.
Hybrid simulations The ﬁrst part of the facility was simulated using L1D, the 1D Lagrangian code
previously introduced in Section 4.1 and employed to design the lightweight piston operating conditions. The
shock tube was included in the L1D simulations. This code is able to adequately capture the piston motion
and the axial wave processes; adopting appropriate loss factors, the piston motion and the driver wall pressure
measurements can be “tuned” to closely match the experiments. However, the code struggles to accurately
reproduce viscous and heat transfer effects, and cannot account for radial waves. These effects are much more
signiﬁcant in the high speed low density ﬂows that develop in the acceleration tube. For this reason, the second
part of the facility has been simulated with the CFD RANS code Eilmer3, previously presented in Section 5.2,
This approach is derived from the work of Gildﬁnd et al. [45], who successfully reproduced the experi-
mental results of a X3 Mach 10 condition with a similar hybrid technique as discussed in Section 7.1. Gildﬁnd
et al. proposed the use of a “driver equivalent temperature”, estimated from shock speed calculations, to be
used in the simulations, however, in this case a different approach was attempted. A facility L1D model was
developed, including the use of several loss-factors and other constants that effectively could be varied to
reproduce the experimental conditions. An optimisation routine was then applied, to select the most adequate
combination of tuning parameter, and a model that was able to most adequately reproduce the required shock
speeds was chosen. The ﬂow hence obtained was then fed to the 2D axisymmetric simulations that completed
the numerical analysis.
The L1D model is shown in Figure 66. The model is derived from the one use for modelling the piston
dynamics, as discussed in Section 7.3.1, and therefore contains the reservoir geometry variations adopted for
increased ﬁdelity. In the diaphragm rupturing process the ﬂow is inherently three-dimensional in this area,
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Figure 66: L1D model used for the numerical analysis of the Mach 12 condition. The top part is a complete
overview, whereas the bottom part shows detail at the diaphragm rupturing area, where all the modiﬁable
tuning parameters and loss factors are presented and indicated as xi.
and the steel diaphragm fracture mechanics are not trivial. It is not surprising that this region is difﬁcult to
model effectively with the 1D code, so that a modiﬁed, gradual-opening model was developed and employed.
Together, loss factors and the new gradually opening diaphragm model introduced additional parameters that
effectively could be optimised to produce a ﬂow that closely matched the experimental traces. Detail on the
optimisation will be presented in a future publication.
The results obtained with the tuned parameters are shown in Figures 67 and 69, where a very good
agreement between shock speeds and wall pressure traces can be observed.
The next part of the analysis used CFD axisymmetric simulation, capturing the phenomena that L1D
is not able to reproduce, such as radial waves and viscosity, but which have a signiﬁcant importance in
the acceleration tube ﬂow processes. The Eilmer3 axisymmetric model used for this simulation is the one
employed for the Mach 10 simulations, with minor modiﬁcations to include the new Mach 12 nozzle, and its
schematic is presented in Figure 68.
The model includes the last part of the shock tube, the whole acceleration tube and nozzle, and a reduced-
size dump tank, simulating 25m of the overall downstream facility. A hold diaphragm model at the shock/
acceleration tube is included, which instantaneously opens a ﬁnite time after a set ΔP is reached. In the same
ﬁgure, the position of experimental wall pressure and Pitot pressure probes, used to compare the numerical
and experimental data, are indicated.
Experimental and numerical shock speeds are presented in Figure 69. Nozzle wall shock speed mea-
surements are also included. The hybrid model is able to closely match the shock speeds along the whole
acceleration tube and nozzle. The relative difference is, on average, 0.63% in the acceleration tube and 0.1%
in the nozzle.
Wall pressure measurements in both the acceleration tube and along the nozzle wall, presented in Figure 70,
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Figure 67: Experimental and numerical comparison of the wall pressure traces at the ST7 location: numerical
data obtained with the gradual-opening model for the primary diaphragm. Experimental data is based on an
average across 11 shots.
Table 10: CFD estimate of the ﬂow properties: Mach 12 ﬂow condition
property value std-dev unit
T 307.6 21 K
p 607.0 124 Pa
v 3911 129 m s−1
M 11.1 0.7
Pitot pressure 95610 7020 Pa
nominal total enthalpy 6.0 MJ kg−1
nominal total pressure 223.3 MPa
nominal dynamic pressure 52.7 kPa
equivalent altitude 34.6 km
show an excellent agreement in terms of the accelerator gas slug (the initial steady section of the trace). With
the arrival of the contact surface, represented by the pressure dip following the initial steady accelerator gas, a
discrepancy arises between numerical and experimental pressure levels in the test gas. This indicates that the
CFD test gas is under-expanded compared to the experimental data.
This dip in pressure has been thoroughly discussed in [46]. Referred to as “test gas necking”, it is a
region of maximum boundary layer thickness that is a localised manifestation of the Mirels’ effects. This area
constricts the core ﬂow, thereby limiting the unsteady expansion of the test gas, and is responsible for the
steady gradient in the pressure traces.
Pitot pressure comparisons at the nozzle exit inside the core ﬂow, shown in Figure 71, show an increased
discrepancy between numerical and experimental results, with the numerical predictions indicating pressure
levels twice as high as the experimentally observed traces. This difference is progressively reduced to a good
agreement near the nozzle wall (sensor P14). Numerical ﬂow condition estimates are reported in Table 10.
Pitot pressure measurements and analytical estimates It is possible to derive an analytical estimate of
the freestream properties by using the diagnostic analytical model of Section 3.2. In this case, to closely
reproduce the experimental measurements, the shock speeds are set to the experimentally measured levels of
Figure 69. An isentropic expansion, deﬁned by an “equivalent nozzle area ratio”, allows estimation of the
freestream nozzle exit properties. As in this case experimental Mach number estimates are available, the ﬂow
is expanded to the measured Mach number of 11.0 (see below), and the nozzle area ratio is varied to obtain
this desired exit Mach number.
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Figure 68: CFD model of the acceleration tube, nozzle and dump tank of the X3 expansion tube used for the
second part of the hybrid simulation of the Mach 12 condition. Probe locations are indicated in the ﬁgure.
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Figure 69: Experimental and numerical shock speed comparison. Shock tube shock speeds are calculated
with L1D; acceleration tube and nozzle shock speeds are calculated with Eilmer3. Experimental data is based
on an average across 11 shots.
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Figure 70: Experimental and numerical comparison of wall pressure measurements in the acceleration tube at
different locations. Experimental data is based on an average across 9 shots.
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Figure 71: Experimental and numerical comparison of Pitot pressure measurements at the nozzle exit (see
Figure 68 for geometry details). Experimental data is based on an average across 9 shots.
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Figure 72: Details of the rake experimental set-up including a 2D 30° wedge, static pressure probe and ﬂat
Pitot probes.
The area ratio required to achieve this expansion is 7.1, which is below the nominal geometric area ratio
of 9.85, and consistent with the consideration that the test gas sees a reduced area through the nozzle due to
the very thick boundary layer. Additionally, the calculated area ratio is in line with the performance of other
nozzles, such as the Mach 10 nozzle of the X2 expansion tube.
With this model, in which experimental shock speeds and measured Mach number were an input, the
calculated Pitot pressure and cone-head pressure estimates are 100.2 kPa and 8.5 kPa, twice as much as
the experimentally measured levels noted in Figure 71 (42.2± 12.1 kPa and 3.2± 0.7 kPa, respectively).
Conversely, the estimated Pitot and cone-head pressures, along with pressure, velocity, temperature, are within
the uncertainties of the CFD results.
The same model, in order to match the averaged experimental Pitot and cone-head pressures, would
require an effective area ratio for the nozzle of 17, producing a ﬂow that is at Mach 13.9. Albeit it might be
possible that the effective area ratio the ﬂow sees is higher than geometrical one, the Mach number falls well
outside the experimental error bars.
In summary, while the CFD simulation is able to closely reproduce shocks speeds and wall pressure
measurements, it fails to match the Pitot pressure measurements at the nozzle exit. However, analytical
estimates are in agreement with the numerical estimates, hinting towards the observation that Pitot pressure
measurements are inconsistent with the rest of the dataset.
Shock angle and Mach number measurements To resolve this inconsistency in the dataset, an indepen-
dent Mach number measurement was carried out. An additional series of experiments took place where a 30°
wedge was located along the nozzle axis, and a schlieren imaging system was used to measure the shock-wave
angle. Measured shock-wave angle then allows an estimate of the Mach number, independent of the noisy
pressure measurements previously discussed. A time-accurate image tracking routine capable of sub-pixel
resolution, developed by Laurence [121] and based on the Canny edge detection algorithm [122], was adopted
to detect and measure the shock angle in the recorded schlieren images. The set-up and a post-processed
frame are shown in Figures 72 and 73.
The results are presented in Figure 74, where the angle versus time is plotted. An angle increase with
time is noted, compatible with the steady pressure gradient experimentally observed for the Pitot pressure
traces, as the gas going over the wedge has undergone a reduced amount of the theoretical unsteady expansion
and is getting hotter, thus reducing the Mach number. The average measured angle of the wedge was 30.1°,
both through the edge detection system and manually. Error bars indicate the standard deviation obtained by
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Figure 73: Example of a post-processed frame from schlieren video, enhanced colours and edges detected.
Flow from left to right.
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Figure 74: Measured oblique shock wave angle generated by a 30° wedge during experiment xs605. Average
shock angle during test time= 37.3°.
adopting different ways to estimate the angle (depending on the selected edges for the angle calculation).
Conversion to Mach number needs to consider the real-gas effects that can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence over
the shock angle, exacerbated by the high Mach number. Taking these into account, an average Mach number
was calculated with a value of 11.0± 0.9 during the test time, in good agreement with numerical estimates.
Conclusion The discussion in this section has shown that numerical simulations, experimental Mach number
and shocks speeds, and analytical models, produce a dataset that is consistent and in good agreement with
each other. Experimental Pitot pressure cannot be conciliated with the rest of the data, and therefore have
been, reluctantly, disregarded.
A possible explanation is that measured Pitot pressure levels are affected by vibrations, high heat transfer
rates on the probes, and cavity effects, in which the ﬁlling process of the probe cavity can affect the measured
process. Indeed, the raw measured Pitot signals are extremely noisy. It is also known that PCB pressure sensors
are affected by signiﬁcant heat transfer rates that can affect the response of the piezoelectric components.
Further studies are required to fully resolve this discrepancy.
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7.4 Using Optical Techniques to Infer X2 Test Time
Due to their very short test times, the quantiﬁcation of ﬂow steadiness is very important for conducting useful
expansion tube experiments. Simple analytical wave-tracing methods exist to estimate expansion tube test
time based on the physical geometry of the facility and theoretical estimates of the test ﬂow [4], however,
these methods provide the theoretical maximum, and more complex wave processes and viscous effects can
result in test times being much shorter than these estimates in reality. Historically, expansion tube test time has
been evaluated using impact pressure probes mounted in the facility test section, with the test time generally
deemed to be the steady period of pressure seen between the passing of the accelerator gas and/or nozzle
startup, and the rise in pressure when the unsteady expansion arrives, which generally terminates the test time
at the end of the experiment.
In terms of evaluating test time over an experimental test model, model-speciﬁc measurements such as
surface mounted heat ﬂux, or optical techniques such as studying time-resolved test ﬂow radiative emission or
shock standoff, are other methods for test time evaluation. Surface heat ﬂux measurements allow evaluation
of when the test model boundary layer is steady, while radiative emission measurements allow the steadiness
of emission from key species to be evaluated. Shock standoff is a function of the ﬂow Mach number and
post-shock chemistry, so steady shock standoff should also indicate when these values are constant. Methods
incorporated into test models are obviously affected by the ﬂow establishment time around the model, but if
quick-starting small models are used then they should still be useful to estimate the total test time.
Using optical techniques to study facility test time has recently been investigated experimentally in
UQ’s expansion tube laboratory in two studies. The ﬁrst study used a small cylindrical test model to
investigate experimental test time in X2 using ﬁltered high speed imaging, shock standoff, and cone pressure
measurements [80]. The second study performed similar experiments using X2’s Pitot rake to investigate the
steadiness of ﬂow radiative emission in both time and space by imaging the individual Pitot probes [123]. The
techniques of either using ﬁltered radiative emission or shock standoff measurements to infer experimental
test time or compare test condition repeatability have been used in several recent papers from the group, such
as [34, 124–126]. Some discussion from the original work [80] will be provided here.
In [80], experimental test time was inferred for two common X2 test conditions, the ‘Zander’ condition
from [25], which is a common test condition used on X2, and a 1:39.1 scale ‘Apollo’ re-entry test condition
from [127]. Test time estimates calculated from the analytical results in Paull and Stalker [4] were compared
to experimental measurements performed over a small cylindrical test model. The model was imaged using
a Shimadzu HPV-1 high speed camera recording at 250 kHz, which was able to capture ﬂow start up, the
experimental test time, and then the arrival of the unsteady expansion which generally signals the end of the
test time. An optical ﬁlter focused on a strong oxygen emission triplet at 777 nm was used to image atomic
oxygen radiative emission with time, which indicates when oxygen concentration and its electronic excitation
are constant. Cone pressure probes were mounted on a three probe Pitot rake below the main test model, with
a Pitot pressure bar gauge also used for some of the experiments. All ﬁgures shown in this subsection have
been time-referenced to the moment when the test ﬂow arrives in the test section.
7.4.1 Time-resolved radiative emission
Many studies have used point measurements of time-resolved radiative emission of lines from relevant species
to evaluate the test time of hypersonic impulse facilities, either with streak cameras, photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs), or photodiodes, these include [54, 128–130]. Clearly, when measurements like this are taken using
radiative emission around a test model, they will become model speciﬁc. However, if a small, fast-starting
blunt model is imaged by this techique, then the estimated test time should be close to the true total test time.
High speed cameras can be used with relevant narrow-bandpass optical ﬁlters, covering relevant emission
lines or wavelength regions, to image the high-temperature post-bow shock ﬂow. This allows examination of
how the radiative emission over the test model changes in both time and space. An example of this for each of
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the test conditions can be seen in Figure 75, where an an optical ﬁlter has been used which captures radiation
from the atomic oxygen triplet at 777 nm (Thorlabs FBH780-10). Data from three different experiments
for each condition are shown to illustrate the shot-to-shot repeatability, with little variation seen after ﬂow
establishment for each experiment.
Intensity over two different regions in the image has been integrated for each test condition, and it is
interesting to note the effect which this has on the integrated emission results. A small region close to the body
of the test model near the stagnation point was chosen, as well as a larger region which encapsulated the small
region and also space around it. These regions are shown in Figures 75a and 75b for example images during
the test time for both ﬂow conditions. The ﬁnal time-resolved results are shown in Figures 75c and 75d, with
the magnitude of the large region results scaled down so that the two regions can be more easily compared.
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Figure 75: How time-resolved oxygen emission is affected by using different integration regions (Fig. 3 from
[80]).
Due to the lower Mach number of the shocked accelerator gas which passes over the test model, an
increased shock standoff is normally seen during ﬂow startup. For X2, which is generally used with a
hypersonic nozzle, nozzle startup may also affect what is seen during this startup period. In Figure 75 the
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importance of using a larger integration region can be seen. A large integration region is able to take into
account the changing shock shape, and allows this phenomena to be captured by the time-resolved radiative
emission results. Here, ﬂow startup is seen as a spike in emission before the experimental test time begins. It
can clearly be seen that when the larger integration regions are used, both test conditions show a short region
of relatively constant oxygen emission, which is probably the experimental test time. Otherwise, especially
for the Apollo re-entry condition (Fig 75d), the end of the test time is obvious due to the large decrease in
oxygen emission seen around 180 μs after ﬂow arrival, but the beginning of the test time is not.
7.4.2 Time-resolved shock standoff using Canny edge detection
Shock standoff measurements can be used to experimentally estimate impulse facility test time because the
establishment of a steady shock shape and standoff requires the formation of a steady post-shock ﬂow-ﬁeld.
High speed digital photography, which is often routinely available to experimenters, is a powerful tool for
categorising ﬂow establishment and experimental test time. As was also mentioned when radiative emission
measurements were discussed above, clearly measurements like this are model speciﬁc. However, when a
small, blunt model is imaged, like the cylindrical test model discussed below, the effective test time evaluated
should be close to the total test time.
The results presented here used an upgraded version of the automatic shock standoff identiﬁcation code
from Zander et al. [24]. The Zander et al. study used a Canny edge detector [122] and a least squares
circle-ﬁtting algorithm to ﬁnd shock standoff on spheres in air in X2 using the same high speed camera which
was used here. Flow luminosity was used instead of schlieren to visualise the shock shape, which introduces a
small uncertainty into the shock standoff calculation due to the ﬁnite distance required for ﬂow chemistry
and electronic excitation to commence ﬂuorescing behind the bow shock. In [24], where similar conditions
to the ones here were used, one-dimensional calculations of post-shock relaxation were performed and it
was found that half of the oxygen was dissociated 0.05mm downstream from the shock for one condition,
and 0.02mm for the other, which were both found to be below the measurement resolution of the camera,
making the distance between the actual shock front and the probable onset of ﬂow luminosity negligible. This
conclusion would be similar for the test conditions discussed here, but may not be a suitable assumption for
different test conditions, where schlieren would be more suitable. The use of high speed schlieren with Canny
edge detection [122] for ﬁnding time resolved shock standoff has been performed in the literature in reﬂected
shock tunnels [131–133].
The post-experimental analysis code requires an alignment image which is used to locate the test model in
the images in more favourable lighting. This can either be performed before the experiment using a separate
alignment video, which is very useful for axisymmetric test models where the model edge is often obscured
by the ﬂow around the body, or just a particularly bright frame during the experimental itself. The goal of the
analysis code is to locate both the test model and the bow shock in the experimental images using Canny edge
detection [122], so that normalised shock standoff can be found. Generally a half-circle is ﬁt to the circular
proﬁle of a spherical or cylindrical test model, and a 45° (±22.5° from the model centreline) or smaller
circular arc is ﬁtted to the bow shock, as the shock shape is less spherical further away from the stagnation
point. Zander et al. [24] estimated from an analytical correlation in [134] that the assumption of a spherical
bow shock out to ±22.5° from the model centreline only resulted in an approximately 2% error in radius
at the extremities. The detected geometry of the test model and the bow shock can then be used to ﬁnd the
normalised shock standoff, with the least squares ﬁtting of a known shape to many points on both the test
model and the bow shock allowing for sub-pixel resolution of the detected objects.
A set of example images showing how the bow shock and the test model body are found can be seen
in Figure 76. Firstly, the bow shock and the body shape can be isolated inside the image by processing it
with a binarisation routine using a user-speciﬁed threshold for both shock and body ﬁnding, as is shown
in Figure 76a. Every pixel which falls below the threshold is set to black, whereas every pixel above the
threshold is set to white. The Canny edge detector is then used to ﬁnd the ‘edges’ of this binarised image. The
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leftmost set of pixels are used to ﬁnd the bow shock shape, with the rightmost ones used to ﬁnd the test model
shape. Using a least squares algorithm with the assistance of a user-speciﬁed y-axis range, a half-circle is
then ﬁtted to the test model. The bow shock shape is then found using a ±22.5° circular arc centred at the
test model centreline, using the test model’s detected diameter as a starting point for the shock ﬁnding least
squares calculations.
(a) binarisation (b) Canny edge detection (c) circle ﬁtting
Figure 76: The procedure for calculating shock stand off using experiment x2s3552 as an example (Fig. 4
from [80]).
As Zander et al. [24] were only interested in shock standoff measurements during the experimental
test time, during which ﬂow radiative emission and shock standoff should remain relatively constant, their
selection of appropriate shock ﬁnding thresholds was much simpler. Whereas here, where test time evaluation
is important, it is necessary to be able to adequately resolve the shock standoff both before and after the
experimental test time as well. For this reason, some modiﬁcations were made to the original codes written by
Zander et al. to facilitate this: 1) to update the edge detection libraries used; 2) to allow the original image to
be blurred before processing, which is common for edge detection; and 3) to make the code functional so that
it could be easily integrated with analysis codes for other test time evaluation methods.
In the current version of the shock standoff analysis code, the blurring, binarisation, and Canny edge
detection are performed using the cv2 library from the Python API of OpenCV [135, 136]. OpenCV’s Canny
edge detection function requires that the input image is an 8 bit (i.e. maximum 256 counts) integer image.
This was exploited to take into account the changing image intensity with time by implementing an ‘adaptive’
conversion where the code scales each image to ensure that the maximum pixel count in the image is 255
before it is processed. This was found to work very well for the example experimental data and to make the
results much less sensitive to the user-speciﬁed shock-ﬁnding binarisation threshold. This is explained further
in the original work [80].
7.4.3 Test time comparison
This ﬁnal discussion presents a comparison of experimental test times evaluated using several different
methods. Firstly, test time is evaluated for both test conditions using the traditional impact pressure probe
method with 15° half-angle cones, and is evaluated for one of the test conditions using Pitot pressure
measurements made with a bar gauge designed by Saric [137]. These results are compared to the two different
optical methods to evaluate experimental test time: oxygen radiative emission (using the large selected regions
shown in Figure 75); and time-resolved shock standoff (using a shock ﬁnding threshold of 90 and the adaptive
conversion discussed above). The small, blunt cylindrical test model was assumed to have a rapid start-up
time comprising only a small fraction of the total test time. The results for both conditions can be seen in
Figure 77.
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Figure 77: Test time evaluated using different methods (Fig. 7 from [80]).
Theoretical test time calculations shown in Figure 77 for both conditions were performed using equations
from [4] which are summarised in Appendix A of [80]. Accelerator gas passage times (the time for the
accelerator gas to pass the model) were estimated using [78]. To allow each experimental method to be easily
compared, the oxygen emission and normalised shock standoff values, for which the absolute values are not
important, have been scaled to similar magnitudes in Figure 77. Cone pressure signals have been ﬁltered with
a Butterworth lowpass ﬁlter with a cutoff frequency of 100 kHz. The bar gauge result shown in Figure 77a
was ﬁltered with a cutoff frequency of 20 kHz due to the noisiness on its low voltage signal, which explains
its slow initial rise at ﬂow arrival.
For the Zander test condition results shown in Figure 77a, the theoretically calculated maximum test
time was found to be 73 μs, with the test time being terminated by the downstream edge of the unsteady
expansion. The ﬂow arrives at approximately 0 μs in the ﬁgure and it can be seen that it takes a lot longer for
the ﬂow to establish than the predicted 4 μs accelerator gas passage time, with the various experimental test
time measurements not ﬂattening out until around 50 μs after ﬂow arrival. The same initial spike is seen at
ﬂow arrival for the oxygen emission as was seen for the pressure and shock standoff, however, its intensity is
actually slowly decreasing during the test time. The oxygen emission also shows a very pronounced increase
at the end of the test time, whereas the shock standoff just drops to a slightly lower value and the cone pressure
shows a very small decrease. If 50 μs after ﬂow arrival is taken to be the start of the test time, the measured
test time is 69 μs, with the test time being terminated by the rapid increase in oxygen emission seen at this
time. This makes the experimental test time 95% of the theoretical value.
For the 1:39.1 scale Apollo re-entry condition, the test time predictions were more complicated as it was
predicted that the reﬂected u+a wave would overtake the test-accelerator gas interface and prematurely cancel
out the whole test time. However, in Figure 77b there is clearly a period of steady signal which indicates the
existence of useful experimental test time. Here, the theoretical test time was calculated assuming that the
test time was terminated by the arrival only of the unsteady expansion, and was found to be 152 μs. The ﬂow
establishment time in Figure 77b is about twice as long as the calculated 25 μs accelerator gas passage time,
with the experimental measurements not becoming steady until around 50 μs after ﬂow arrival. If 50 μs is
taken as the start of the test time, the measured test time is around 133 μs, and it is terminated by a very clear
fall in oxygen emission at a point in time where the cone pressure and shock standoff are still relatively steady.
Once again, the experimental test time is very close to the theoretically predicted value. As was also seen for
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the Zander condition in Figure 77a, the oxygen emission measurements are the most effective way to evaluate
the end of the test time, as very obvious changes are generally seen. For this condition, this large change in
emission was shown to be even more important as the cone pressure and shock standoff measurements stayed
constant for much longer, which would give a longer, but incorrect, test time value.
8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter has provided a detailed overview of the hybrid solution technique used by UQ to compute
expansion tube test ﬂows, which is based on experimental diagnostics supplemented by facility CFD sim-
ulation. The ﬁrst three case studies which were presented show that the technique is quite effective in terms
of transiently resolving the complex unsteady wave processes which generate the test ﬂow, and include the
effects of viscosity and high temperature. It is not yet possible to fully resolve calculations with all of the
experimental diagnostics; in particular, Pitot pressures are often over-estimated in the simulations, however,
there is reason to believe that this may also be an issue with the measurements themselves. The fourth case
study shows how optical diagnostics can assist in identifying the useful test gas in these unsteady ﬂows,
and seems to be more reliable than Pitot pressure for this purpose. Improved diagnostics and higher ﬁdelity
simulations are both essential elements to reducing the uncertainty associated with test ﬂow characterization.
The hybrid computational approach depicted in this chapter is the best analysis we can do of our facilities
at present, and our aspiration is to apply this level of rigour for characterization of all of our expansion tube
operating conditions. However, this will only become possible if the process can be made faster, more robust,
and easier to apply by non-expert users. Signiﬁcant work remains to achieve this status, and until that point,
conventional state-to-state analysis will remain an important approach for routine experimentation.
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